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HEARD

Heritage, Escarpment And Responsible Development is a
community base group of residents in the immediate area
of the proposed development at 24 Brock Street, North,
Dundas. Not one resident in the 120 meter area around the
proposed development supports this proposed project. Over
800 Dundas residents have expressed a written concern
with this development and the adverse effects it will have
on the Dundas community.

We respectfully submit the following comments and
concerns for your review and consideration.

We would like to make it perfectly clear that we are not
opposed to development of this site and we would welcome
a proposal that respects the current zoning by-laws and the
character and building size of the surrounding
neighbourhood.
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REZONING AND VARIANCES

REZONING

The developer is requesting a zoning change from Low to Medium
Density to High Density. This change is required to allow the developer to
build a building to the size and mass he is proposing.

VARIANCES

The developer has requested a number of variances to gain approval for his
development.

1) The developer is requesting a designation from OS (open space) to
RM3. The OS designation only allows the developer to build to a
maximum height of 10.5 meters whereas the RM3 designation allows
him to build to a maximum height of 16.5 meters, an increase of 53%.

2) The developer is requesting on top of the request in point 1, which is
to allow a height of 16.5 meters, a further variance to a height of 19.7
meters, a 83% increase over the current zoning.

o Nowhere in the neighbourhood is there a new development of
this height and magnitude and it is not compatible with the
surrounding residents. All new development in this area is one
and two floor townhouses.

3) The developer is requesting a variance to the front property line
setback from 7.5 meters to 1.5 meters, a reduction of 80%.

• If this variance is allowed it will create a number of safety and
other related issues.

The HCA, NEC and ESAIEG have rejected the developer's
request for a reduced buffer zone from 15 meters to 6.45.
HCA, NEC and ESAIEG will allow a buffer zone of 10 meters
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plus a 2 meter construction buffer. Therefore the building
must be 12 meters from the established escarpment base. Since
the base of the proposed building will have to be moved further
south this will impact on the proposed loading zone, such that
delivery vehicles would not be able to service the building as
required.

O The redesign of the building to meet the 10 meter buffer area
would reduce the number of proposed resident and visitors

parking spaces.

Brock Street is a very narrow street, only 28 feet across from
sidewalk edge to sidewalk edge. The distance from the sidewalk
edge to the property line is 26 feet and the distance proposed
from the property line to the building is 5 feet. Thus the total
distance from the building to the east sidewalk on Brock is 59
feet.

It appears on the proposed drawings the entrance to the
building is approximately 9 feet high. An average service
vehicle is higher than 9 feet. The average service vehicle would
not be able to enter the building to get to the service dock.
Since a typical moving truck (trailer and cab) is 65 feet long
and more that 9 feet in height it will be impossible to service
the development without totally blocking Brock Street.

• Currently parking is allowed on both sides of Brock Street
complicating this issue.

Since the residents of Brock Street have had street parking in
front of their residents (for the past 30 plus years), the
residents of Brock Street would like assurances that they
would not loose their long standing street parking in front of
their residents to accommodate the developer.

In his submissions the developer has stated he will require a 2
meter area beyond the foundation for drainage purposes and
construction requirements. Since he will only have 1.5 meters
from the property line, how will this be accomplished?
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4) In his submission the developer is requesting permission to reduce the
loading space length from 18 meters to 9 meters. A reduction of 50%.

o The HCE, NEC and ESAIEG has refused the developer his
requested reduced buffer to 10 meters, the question arises what
impact will this have on the location and size of the loading
dock?

5) The developer is requesting a buffer reduction on the north property
side (escarpment area) from 15 meters to 6.45 and 8.42 respectfully.

NEC, ESAIEG and HCA have ruled the developer will be
required to maintain a 10 meter plus a 2 meter construction
buffer for a total buffer of 12 meters. This will required the
developer to change the orientation of his proposed building.

6) The developer is requesting a variance to reduce the rear yard setback
from 7.5 meters to 3.75 meters. A reduction of 50%.

The developer has identified 10 Bond Street property as future
residential development. It is noted that 10 Bond Street
property is now up for sale as a development site. What if the
future developer of 10 Bond Street makes a request of a like
variance of 3.75 meters on the easterly property line? This
property line that abuts 24 Brock Street and the if the planning
department approves both the variances, we could end up
with two multistory (six storeys high) buildings with balconies
facing each other approximately 25 feet apart. Is this the
future intent of the planning for Dundas, to have multistory
developments so close to each other? Also a variance of 3.75
coupled with a building height of 19.7 meters will create
serious overshadowing and over viewing issues for any form of
development at 10 Bond Street.

7) The developer is requesting a variance to change the southerly setback
(Park Street) requirement from 8.63 to 4.3 meters. A reduction of
50%.
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o This creates many issues for the residents of Park Street. The
foremost issue is one of privacy and over viewing into the
backyards and homes on Park Street. The developer's
rendering of his building shows a structure 3 storrys high and
than a setback to a total of 6 storeys.

This will position his building approximately 14 feet from Park
Street backyards, decks and patios. This southerly facing side
of his development is made up of numerous windows and
balconies all facing into the backyards and homes on Park
Street. Since the developer revised this southerly design to
include cutouts this created additional viewing issues.

Q These cutouts now have additional windows and balconies to
add to the line of sight points overlooking the residents on Park
Street.

• These cutouts also allow a sight line from upper floors of the
structure.

O According to submitted plans it appears the roof area above
the 3 story portion of the building is a terrace. This would add
a whole new dimension to the number of viewers and sight
lines into the backyards of Park Street homes.

Since this variance request puts the structure so close to the
southerly property lines, the angle of sight from the building to
the properties on Park Street would be so dramatic that it
would be impossible for the residents on Park Street to add
additional landscape or other means to secure or enhance their

privacy.

In order to excavate his foundations the developer has stated
he will have to shore up the walls of the excavation prior to
digging. His method of shoring as stated will be pile driving a
wall around the excavation.
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Since he requires 2 meters to allow for his drainage system, he
will be pile driving to a depth of approximately 26 feet, 5 feet
from the properties on Park Street.

The residents on Park Street and Brock Street are concerned
the action of pile driving could endanger the structural
integrity of their homes.

The question proposed, will the developer have to submit a
performance bond to cover any damages incurred to the homes
on Park and Bond Streets resulting from the pile driving
construction phase?

The developer proposed, argued and presented consultants'
reports to support an 8.42 buffer for the escarpment and trees
in this area. He proposed that this buffer is reasonable,
respectfully and appropriate protective distance from his
development to the escarpment and the trees. On the other
hand the developer is proposing a setback of 4.3 meters as an
reasonable, respectfully and protective setback for his Park
Street neighbours. It appears that the developer has a standard
for the escarpment and trees that is almost twice what he
believes is appropriate setback for the adjacent residents on
Park Street.

Transition in this case is a distance of 4.3 meters as proposed
by the developer. Transition is the gradual increase in height
from low-rise dwellings to high-rise structures. The proposed
development does not address the major concern of transition.
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Ontario Municipal Board Decision
St. Joseph Villa as it applies to 24 Brock Street

In reviewing the Ontario Municipal Board decision St. Joseph's Villa vs
City of Hamilton (PL100327) June 28, 2011 the major issues of the
decision are massing and size, over-intensification, over viewing and
transition. The 24 Brock Street application contains these same issues.
We respectfully submit the following for your review:

Massing and size

"The concept plan depicts a building that is not compatible with the
scale and character of the existing residential development, one of the
goals and objectives of the Town's OP."

The adjacent residences to 24 Brock Street are single family
townhouses and single family homes, mostly one floor
construction. The proposed development is 6 floors and is
not compatible with the scale and character of the existing
residential development and does not meet the goals and
objectives of the Town's OP.

Over intensification

"A less intense alternative does not automatically defeat the policy
objectives of intensification. The form and scale of the development
plays a pivotal role in determining what is appropriate intensification and
whether there is land use compatibility. It is largely on this basis that the
City opposes the approval of Building A; it represents an over-
intensification of the site and an inappropriate interface with the closest
residence on Walnut Grove and the adjacent St. Joseph's Estates life-
lease apartments."

It is our position that the above issue applies to this
application. The proposed development is classic case of
over intensification and lack of transition.
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"The Villa lands are not within designated Residential Intensification
Area."

o 24 Brock Street is not within designated Residential
Intensification Area of the current Dundas OP and
proposed Dundas OP.

Over Viewing and Privacy

" "the project must comply with the intensification guidelines, which in
particular promote compatibility and design that minimizes
overshadowing and over viewing."

• A six storey building within 15 feet of the backyards, patios
and decks of the Park Street residents is a serious over
viewing issue.

Also, this development creates a very serious
overshadowing issue for any future development of 10 Bond
Street.

Transition

"it simply does not provide a gradual transition"

It is noted that the distance in the St. Joseph's proposal from
the proposed building to the closest residence is far greater
than the proposed 15 feet proposed by the 24 Brock Street
developer from the Park Street residents.
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Variance

Ontario
Superior Court Of Justice

Justices Matlow, Jarvis, Molloy

Court File No. Toronto 775/03 & 777/03
Date: 2005/07/08

Page 4 [ 12] "A minor variance is, according to the definition of"minor"
given in the Concise Oxford Dictionary, one that is "lesser or
comparatively small in size or importance". This definition is similar to
what is given in many other authoritative dictionaries and is also how the
word, in my experience, is used in common parlance. It follows that a
variance can be more than a minor variance for two reasons, namely, that
it is too large to be considered minor or that it is too important to be
considered minor. The likely impact of a variance is often considered to
be the only factor, which determines whether or not it qualifies as minor
but, in my view, such an approach incorrectly overlooks the first factor,
size. Impact is an important factor but it is not the only factor. A variance
can, in certain circumstances be patently too large to qualify as minor
even if it likely will have no impact whatsoever on anyone or anything."

The developer of 24 Brock Street is requesting variances of 50
to 80% reductions from the current by-laws. According to the
above ruling his variances are not minor in nature but are
significant and as such should be reviewed and assessed in this
context. Not only is he requesting a significant variance
change, he is requesting significant variance changes to the
height of the building and the setbacks on all 4 sides of his
proposed application. We respectfully submit that these
variances not only be reviewed individually but collectively as
to their impact on the neighbourhood.
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Hamilton's Residential Intensification Guide
2005

What is residential intensification?
"Residential intensification is defined as the development or
redevelopment of an existing building, site or area within the existing
urban at a density higher than what currently exists. It is important to
keep in mind the following ideas and facts about residential
intensification."
- "Compatibility with the surrounding neighbourhoods is critical;"

• The proposed application in its' mass and size is not
compatible with the existing residences in the neighbourhood.

• The current zoning would comply with the definition of
intensification.

Page 4 - 2nd paragraph
"or a built form that is a significant departure from the surrounding
neighbourhood (i.e. high rise building directly adjacent to low rise
building)."

• This is exactly what we have in the 24 Brock Street application
a high rise within 15 feet of residential properties.

Page 5
"Components that comprise a neighbourhood's physical character
include:

Architecture: a prevailing architectural theme, style or materials within
the neighbourhood that define the area.

Built Form: the prevailing nature and type of buildings within the
neighbourhood, including the scale and height.

Lot Frontage: the prevailing pattern of lot frontages within the
neighbourhood.

Streetscapes: the prevailing pattern of lot frontages within the
neighbourhood.
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Land Uses: the type of land uses that makes up the neighbourhood."

• The developer's application and proposed building fails to
meet any of the above criteria.

Page 6
Will these new buildings be too high for my neighbourhood?
2nd paragraph
"taller buildings may create visual sightlines fÿom units in the taller
building into the yards of surrounding residential lots, impacting
privacy."

o The proposed design incorporates a large number of sightlines
into the Park Street residents' backyards overlooking their
gardens, patios and decks.

o The sightlines also allows viewing into the living rooms and
bedrooms of these residents, forcing them to keep their
windows covered to achieve privacy.

D If the builder was forced to honor the city setback by-law (8.63
meters instead of the requested variance of 4.30 meters and the
height by-law of 10 meters instead of the requested variance of
19.7 meters this would allow for greater privacy for these
residents.

We have an opinion from a Certified Appraiser that the
construction of a build of this size and height so close to our
residents (privacy issue), it will have a negative effect (up to
10%) on the neighbourhood property values.

Will the developer compensate the neighbourhood residents
for this lost property value and secondly, will the City
reappraise for property tax purposes, our property tax at the
lower appraised value?
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Page 6
Techniques for reducing potential impacts of building height may
include:
"- Altering building locations and setbacks, and orientation, as well as
building and window design, to reduce views into backyards."

o It appears the developer has not given any consideration to this
technique of addressing the issue of over viewing and privacy.
In altering setbacks the developer is requesting a variance to
decrease the setback distance, totally opposite to what the
guidelines propose.

Page 7
How would intensification affect traffic in my neighbourhood?
"Given this, primary locations for larger intensification projects in the
City are intended for properties along the primary and secondary road
corridors, such as long arterial roads."

• Brock Street is one of the most narrow of streets in Dundas
and cannot be classed as primary, secondary or arterial road.

Some residents on Brock Street North opposite the proposed
development do not have driveways and require on street
parking which has always be allowed and safe. They have
always parked in front of their residents.

Since the turning radius is so tight turning into the proposed
development this could become unsafe and at times impossible
when larger vehicles are involved.

It has recently been addressed by the traffic department that
the proposed entrance and exit driveways of the building will
have to be moved further south as the result of being to close to
the turn onto Melville Street causing a safety issue. As a result
the developer will need to reconfigure his entrance and exit
areas.
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Page 16
Street Corridors
"Street corridors are in principal, higher order streets (i.e. arterial roads)
within Hamilton that are intended to move larger volumes of traffic
throughout the City. These corridors include such streets as Main Street,
King Street, Upper James Street, Centennial Parkway, Queenston Road
and Rymal Road."

• Brock Street North does meet the assigned definition of the
above.

Page 16
Community Nodes
"Community nodes are higher density concentrations of land use, either
existing or planned, that are located outside of the Downtown. Generally,
they are located around the intersection of primary streets, in the town
centers of suburban areas, or around transit stations. These community
nodes include areas such as the Question Road and Centennial Parkway
intersections, Downtown Dundas, and Downtown Stoney Creek."

• Brock Street North is not classified as Downtown Dundas.

Page 22
Established Residential Neighbourhoods
"Given their character, the established residential neighbourhoods are
generally to accommodate new low-rise and medium-rise development,
such as single detached dwellings, townhouses, duplexes, and
apartments, as well as adaptive re-use and conversions of existing
buildings."

o The developer's proposal is for a high-rise building and does
not meet the criteria for Established Residential
Neighbourhoods.
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Page 25
Former Non-Residential Sites
"Non-residential sites such as commercial plazas, industrial sites, or
vacant school sites can sometimes be converted to or redeveloped for
residential use. These types of sites can be located in any of the four
areas previously discussed and could vary in size and redevelopment
potential. Successful intensification on these sites depends on a design
which is sensitive to the character of the neighbourhood."

o The developer's proposal is too massive and too high and is not
sensitive to the character of the neighbourhood, the character
of Dundas or the Niagara Escarpment.
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Town of Dundas
Official Plan

Appendix A - Definitions

Infill - "development of the remaining vacant parcels in established
stable residential neighbourhoods. Infill development should reflect the
low density, low-rise character of surrounding stable residential
neighbourhoods. In addition to traditional single detached dwellings,
semi-detached, duplex and townhouse dwelling will be permitted".

o The massive six storey development as proposed by the
developer does not meet the definition of infill contained in
Town of Dundas - Official Plan as stated above.

Urban Design
2.5.2.2 -" To ensure that the new development or redevelopment
strengthens and enhances the character of existing neighbourhoods."

o The developer has not discussed or documented how his
development strengthens or enhances the existing
neighbourhood. On the contrary his development is not in
character or harmony with the existing neighbourhood.

2.5.2.3 "To ensure that the design of the build environment complements
and enhances the natural cultural heritage of the Town."

o It is our opinion that this development does not complement
and/or enhance the Town of Dundas but distracts from the
natural beauty of the Town and the Niagara Escarpment.

2.5.2.4 "To improve the character, appearance and safety of the
streetscapes and other elements of the public realm."

• As proposed this development will present a number of safety
and traffic issues regarding the entry and exit of this site.
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2.5.2.5 "To preserve and enhance views, vistas, and physical access to
natural features, landscapes and landmarks."

• It is clear that this development does not preserve or enhance
views, vistas and landmarks. In fact the proposed development
takes away from the views and vistas of the Escarpment and
the Dundas Peak not only from the neighbourhood properties
but also from the streets, located in the north-west end of
Dundas.

2.5.3.2 "The Town shall require new building and development to be
designed in harmony with adjacent structures and surrounding
neighbourhood character."

• It has been documented that this development in not in
character with the existing neighbourhood as to mass and size.

2.5.3.5 "New developments shall be designed and planned to minimize
changes to existing topography, to preserve existing trees and natural
features wherever possible, and to be compatible with, and maintain
views to, the Niagara Escarpment, the Dundas Valley, and other
environmentally sensitive scenic areas."

o We have already addressed the issue of views and scenic areas.
The developer's intent is to clear cut the property of all the
existing tress, even though on the west property line a number
of (7) native trees, Bitternut Hickory have been identified by
Dr. T. Carleton, Associate Professor, University of Toronto.
Based on his findings we believe the City of Hamilton "Tree
Protection Guidelines" should be implemented for this site and
a full study conducted by the city to establish and' to document
the actual tree inventory on this site, as the report submitted
by the developer drafted by North-South Environmental Inc.,
Mr. Mirek Sharp' is incomplete and inaccurate.

2.5.4.2 "Wherever possible, new development or redevelopment in
established neighbourhoods, the Residential intensification of District,
and Mixed Use Districts shall be designed to retain and/or complete the
historic street and block patterns in the area."
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• This development does not retain or complete the block
patterns of the neighbourhood.

2.5.4.4 b (i) " Only such trees that directly impede the construction of
buildings and services may be removed and where any trees must be so
removed, the developer will replace them in reasonable time with tress of
indigenous species and of sufficient maturity to enhance the appearance
of the subdivision or development when completed."

o It is our position that the developer must revisit his application
in light of the discovery of the number of Native trees
(Bitternut Hickory) identified on the site and adjust the foot
print of his building to protect these Native tress and/or submit
a plan to comply with section 2.5/4.4 b (i) of the Town of
Dundas Official Plan.

2.5.5.1 (a) "Infill, Intensification and Reurbanization Guidelines"
"Infill, intensification and reurbanization shall be of compatible size,

height, proportions and conceptual design to surrounding buildings to
create a harmonious streetscape. Building height should not exceed or be
significantly less than adjoining properties, except where permitted by
the polices of this Plan."

It is well documented that the proposed building height of 19.7
meters far exceeds the one floor townhouses adjacent to this
site.

2.5.5.1 (f) "Infill Intensification and Reurbanization Guidelines"
"Infill, intensification and reurbanization shall be designed and built to
minimize impacts such as overshadowing and overviewing on adjoining
residential properties."

The developer has designed his building with more lines of
sight on the south side of his building than any other side of his
building. The south facing side of his building overviews and
looks directly down and into the backyards, gardens, patios,
decks, living room and bedrooms of the townhouses on Park
Street. The developer has made no attempt to minimize this
over viewing and privacy issue.
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Land Use Policies

3.1.3.3 - Residential Neighbourhood Policies
-  "In fill residential development is permitted in Residential

Neighbourhood by means of a specific amendment to the
implementing Zoning By-Law provided that Council is satisfied that
the following principals will be attained:"

-  "(a) density shall not exceed 28 units per net hectare"
-  "(b) building height shall not exceed 3 storeys."
-  "(e) ingress and egress to the property will not create congestion on

surrounding local streets."

The developer is proposing a building of 48 units, a 6 storey
building, and due to the narrow width of Brock Street
coupled with the ingress and egress configuration of the
building it will clearly cause safety issues and congestion
especially with service vehicles.

3.4.3.5 - Policies

• The issues stated in this section have been addressed in 3.1.3.3

(b) and (e).

3.11.4.1 - General Policies
-  c) "New development shall be located to provide sufficient setbacks

and screening to minimize the visual impact of development on the
Escarpment landscape.

The developer's proposal of reducing the setback to the
ultimate minimal distance is completely contrary to the intent
of this policy.

5.12.2 - Minor Variances

• The developer's rezoning, variances and buffer is not minor in

nature.
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5.12.2.3 "That the building coverage is not excessive and adequate
landscaping can be provided on the lot."

O It is our opinion that the submitted proposal does not leave
room for adequate landscaping on the west, south and east

property lines.

5.12.2.5 "That the lot size and the design of the proposed building are in
keeping with adjacent development and the general intent of the Zoning
By-Law."

The developer's proposed building with his request for
rezoning and variances is not in keeping with the adjacent
buildings (townhouses) and is not in keeping with the current
zoning.

5.12.2.6 "That the proposed building is sited and designed in such a
manner that the minor variances does not adversity affect the amenity of
the surrounding properties."

The rezoning and variances proposed by the developer clearly
adversely affect the amenities of the surrounding properties
and are well documented within the body of this submission.
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ECO BUILDING CORP.
. PLANNING JUSTIFICATION REORT

24 BROCK STREET
DUNDAS, ONTARIO

A. J. CLARKE AND ASSOCIATES LTD.
SUBMITTED BY STEPHEN FRASER

MARCH 30, 2010

In his report Mr. Steven Fraser references the following:
Provincial Policy Statement, 2005 (PPS)
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 2009
Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Official Plan
Town of Dundas Official Plan
Niagara Escarpment Plan
New City of Hamilton Urban Official Plan (approval pending)

Mr. Fraser makes the following submissions:

Note: In order to facilitate a timely submission, I will keep my comments to
point form at this time. As this process evolves we will submit detail reports
as necessary.

3.1 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) 2005

Intensification - as per Provincial Policy Statement, The Growth
Plan, meet the general intent of the applicable Official Plan and
other relevant documents.

Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) 2005 - Mr. Fraser makes
reference to infill development and intensification

Mr. Fraser references the following policies of the PPS:
Policy 1.1.1a, 1.1.1b, 1.1.1e, 1.1.1g, 1.1.2, 1.1.3.1,

1.1.3.2, 1.1.3.3, 1.1.3.4, 1.1.3.5, 1.1.3.6, 1.1.3.7,

1.4.1, 1.4.3, 1.8.1, 1.5.1, 2.1.6.

• As one reviews all of the above referenced polices submitted by
Mr. Fraser in context to the current zoning all the objectives as
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stated by Mr. Fraser would equally be achieved under the
current zoning.

3.2 Growth Plan for the greater Golden Horseshoe, 2006

•  Current zoning meets the general intent of Growth plan for the
Golden Horseshoe as stated by Mr. Fraser.

2.2.2.1 j)" directing major growth to settlement areas that offer
municipal water and wastewater systems and limiting growth in
settlement areas that are serviced by other forms of water and wastewater
services."

24 Brock Street development is not serviced by storm sewers
and will have to be serviced by another form of storm water
service, restricting this project to limited growth.

2.2.3.1 "By the year 2015 and each year thereafter, a minimum of 40
percent of all residential development occurring annually within each
upper- and single-tier municipality will be within the built-up area.

Based on recently published statistics, Dundas currently meets
and exceeds this requirement. A number of approved future
projects for Dundas will also ensure Dundas meets this future
requirement. The approved projects are within areas that are
zoned for this type of development.

2.2.3.6 g) "identify the appropriate type and scale of development in
intensification areas'

The proposed Town of Dundas Official Plan clearly identifies
areas of intensification. The Brock Street development is not
an area assigned as a high density area but rather is defined as
low to medium density area, same as the current zoning.
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2.2.3.7 f) "achieve an appropriate transition of built form to adjacent
areas"

• The proposed development for 24 Brock Street north does the
offer appropriate transition of built form to adjacent areas.

3.3 Hamilton-Wentworth Official Plan (ROP)

• The current zoning will meet all of the objectives of the ROP as
stated by Mr. Fraser.

3.4 The Town of Dundas Official Plan (Local Official Plan - LOP)

3.4.3.1 Polices

• The current zoning will achieve the objectives of this section.

3.4.3.3 Infilling and redevelopment shall be strictly controlled through
Site Plan Control and Zoning.

• The current zoning was developed to control the infill
intensification and redevelopment of this residential area of
Park, Bond and Melville Streets and maintain the character
and respect of the neighbourhood, to protect the
neighbourhood from over intensification.

3.4.3.5 Development proposals for multiple unit dwellings such as
apartment buildings may be permitted only by means of a specific
amendment to the implementing Zoning By-Law, provided that Council
is satisfied that the following principles will be attained:

a) "development or redevelopment located to public streets shall reflect
the general height and massing of adjacent buildings, and shall not
exceed six storeys;"
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It is well documented that the adjacent buildings to the
proposed development site are single family residents and
single floor townhouses.

• None of the adjacent buildings exceed two stories.

b) "the proposal will not overload existing storm and sanitary sewers:"

• As previously noted there are no connecting storm sewers in
this area.

d) ingress and egress to the property will not create congestion on
surrounding local streets:

o It has been established that the granting of the front yard
variance from 7.5 meters to 1.5 meters would create a safety
hazard with the traffic flow into and out of the proposed
building. This would allow the building to be positioned so
close to the street that service vehicles would not be able to
enter the building or property and would have to park on the
street or block the street to service the site. This would create a
safety issue for the residents living directly across from the
proposed development.

f) "the proposal complies with the Urban Design policies of section 2.5."

This proposal fails to meet many sections of the Urban
Design policies, we will address these issue in detail later in
the review of "Urban Design Brief" as prepared and
submitted by DeFilippis Design, dated January 30, 2012.

Note: The developer has failed to meet 4 of the 7 points
required in this section 3.4.3.5 of The Town of Dundas
Official Plan.

Mr. Fraser states in this section (3.4.3.5) the following: "Supporting
documentation such as the Visual Impact Assessment, Urban Design
Report and EIS submitted concurrently help to illustrate that this
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redevelopment proposal will complement the surrounding area."

o The developer has not yet explained to the neighbourhood how
his development will complement and/or enhance the
neighbourhood.

o The report of North-South Environmental Inc. as referred to
in this section by Mr. Fraser will be addressed in detail later in
our submissions.

3.5 Niagara Escarpment Plan (NEP)

It is now documented that NEC, ESAIEG and HCA have
rejected the developer's request for a reduced buffer zone, as
the developer could not demonstrate how he was going to
protect the integrity of the escarpment.

3.6 Urban Hamilton Official Plan (Pending Ministerial Approval)

• The comments Mr. Fraser noted in this section apply equally
to the current zoning.

UD-5 Land located to the East and West of the Mixed Use- Medium
Density Designation in Downtown Dundas
1.0 a) The existing low-rise residential build form and scale of these

areas shall be maintained.

The proposed development does not maintain the existing low-
rise built form and scale of the neighbourhood. All new
development in the neighbourhood has been of a low-rise

construction.

Mr. Fraser stated all the revisions the developer has made to his original
proposal to improve compatibility and to comply with the relevant
policies of the Dundas Official Plan.

• One has to wonder did the developer and his team not know
what the compatibility requirements were and the contents of
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the Dundas Official Plan prior to their original submission or
did they have other motivations as stated by Ms. Little of the
NEC. Stated developers ask for more than what they plan and
require to insure they get what they actually need.

E.3.1.5 "Promote and support residential intensification of appropriate
scale and in appropriate locations throughout the neighbourhoods."

O The Urban Hamilton Official Plan and the proposed Town of
Dundas Official Plan has clearly defined the areas of
intensification and infill for Dundas and the area in question is
not within this defined area.

3. Zoning By-Laws

• This section has been addressed at the beginning of this report.
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Reports Submitted by Developer

North-South Environmental Inc.
January 21, 2010
Submitted by Mr. Mirek Sharp

Dr. T. Carleton and his colleagues have reviewed the above noted report
and survey the site. This critique has generated a number of questions.
Dr. Carleton and his colleagues are drafting a response to Mr. Sharp's
report and will be making presentations to the appropriate parties,
meetings and committees.
Dr. Carleton will be addressing the following issues.

m

The
The
i.e.

not

report did not address all 4 seasons
tree inventory submitted is incomplete and misleading.
several Native (Bitternut Hickory) on the west boundary were
identified.

The animal and bird life inventory is not complete.
He questions the original toe of the escarpment is further down
the slope.

We request the city arborist and ecologist visit the site to verify
Mr. Sharp's report in total and survey the west property line
to document the several Native Trees (Bitternut Hickories) in
this area. We suggest the City request Mr. Sharp be asked to
revise his report (dated June 13, 2011) to reflect the true tree
inventory of the site.

At the developer's presentation meeting, Mr. Sharp was asked
if the site was going to be clear cut. He stated yes as all the tress
on the proposed development area were scrub trees. It appears
this is not the case and if our findings are true, what steps will
the developer take to address this environmental issue?
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Urban Forest Innovations Inc.
April 15, 2011
Submitted by Philip van Wassenaer

Page 2
Tree Protection Recommendations
4. "Following the grading of the berm, a qualified arborist must be on site to
properly prune any significant roots in the event that they may be exposed."

Mr. DeFlippis has submitted that the developer will pile drive a protective
barrier into the ground to protect the slope of the escarpment. The question
that arises how can the arborist perform his function as stated in #4 above as
the pile driving action will act as a guillotine and sever the roots of the trees.
It is not clearly stated but we believe that pile driving will be required
around the entire excavation as a requirement of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act.

If this is the case, how will the developer protect the roots of the
Bitternut Hickories on the west property line when the developer
is requesting a variance of 3.75 meters placing the trees
approximately within 1 meter of the pile driving.

A.J. Clarke and Associates Ltd.
Mr. Stephen Fraser
February &, 2012

RE: 24 Brock Street North response to comments From Niagara Escarpment
Commission

Page 1 paragraph 2
"With respect to 3 a, there is a request for a plan showing the location of the
trees, the berm that is proposed for removal or the drip line of the wooded
area."

• It is our position that if NEC, ESAIEG and HCA were aware of
the several Bitternut Hickories on the site, that the above request
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would also apply to these trees. We request that the City ask the
developer to address this omission from their reports and provide
a revised report to reflect the correct tree inventory of the site and
the protective measures to be implemented to protect these
Bitternut Hickories.

Storm Water Management Plan

Mr. DeFlippis has stated in response to NEC, ESAIEG and HCA's required
12 meter buffer on the escarpment edge that "the area inside the buffer zone
will not be disturbed or alter in any way."
However, the developer's submitted Storm Water Management Plan shows
this buffer area being graded from east to west.

• How can they grade this area, when Mr. DeFlippis has stated this
area will not be disturbed?

o The developer's Storm Water Management Plan as submitted has
been recently turned down by the City as the storm water sewers
in the area do not have the capacity to handle the volume of water
required.

o The City is requesting a new Storm Water Control Plan
introducing a Green Plan with a cistern system. Even with this
new plan it is our submission that grading of the buffer area will
also be required. We are interested to know how this will be
accomplished.

o Questions that arises from the above, regarding a new Storm
Water Management Plan is the issue of cisterns.
-  What is the formula used to calculate the size of the cisterns?
-  How deep will the cisterns have to be?
-  How close can they be to the property lines?
-  Can they be placed in the building structure?
-  Who is responsible for the maintenance of the system?
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Geotechnical Investigations
Prepared by DeFlippis Design Services
And
Soil-Mat Engineers & Consultants Ltd.
Dated May 14, 2009

Page 4 - paragraph 1

Groundwater Observations
"a water level taken on May 14, 2009 reported the water surface in the
standpipe at 4.9 meters below ground surface level."

Page 7 -paragraph 5
8 Excavations
"installation of services will exceed to depths of up to 5 to 8 meters."

Page 8 -paragraph 3
"A greater rate of infiltration should be expected where the initial volume of
water to be controlled will be higher,"

Page 8 - paragraph 3
"It should be possible to control this infiltration for a short period using
conventional pumping techniques."

The question is where will this ground water be pumped to, as
previous noted storm sewers are not available in this area. Will
they be flooding the neighbourhood basements?

Soil-Mat Engineers & Consultants Ltd.
February 6, 2012
Submitted by Stephen R. Sears

Page 1 - paragraph 3
"(that the slope, in its current inclination is stable, and in the proposed
construction will not effect the stability of the slope)

• Since the construction has changed from the time Mr. Sears
drafted his report to include pile driving to a significant depth
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along the slope does Mr. Sears' conclusion still stand that the
slope will still be stable under the stresses of pile driving. We
respectfully ask for Mr. Sears' opinion on this issue.

Addendum to Urban Design Brief
24 Brock Street North
Prepared by: DeFillipis Design
Dated: January 30, 2012

Current Dundas Official Plan
2.5.5.1 Infill, Intensification and Reurbanization in residential
Neighbourhoods

a. "be of compatible size, height proportions, and conceptual
design to surrounding buildings to create a harmonious
streetscape. Building height should not exceed or be
significantly less than adjoining properties, except where
permitted by the policies of this Plan;

c. "be located to reflect the existing pattern of setbacks along the
streetscape;

f. "be designed and built to minimize impacts such as
overshadowing and over viewing on adjoining residential
developments;"

Proposed Hamilton Urban Official Plan

3.3.2.3 Urban design should foster a sense of community pride by:
a. "respecting existing character, development patterns, built

forms, and landscaping;"

b. "Promoting quality design consistent with the locale and
surrounding environment;"

3.3.2.6 Where it has been determined through the policies of this Plan
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that compatibility with the surrounding areas is desirable, new
development and redevelopment should enhance the character of
the existing environment by:
d. "complementing the existing massing patterns, rhythm,

character, colour and surrounding context; and,

e. "encouraging a harmonious and compatible approach to
infilling by minimizing the impacts of shadowing and
maximizing light to adjacent properties a d the public realm."

3.3.3.2 New development shall be designed to minimizing impact on
neighbouring buildings and public spaces by:
a. "Creating transitions to neighbouring buildings;"

b "Ensuing adequate privacy and sunlight to neighbouring
properties: and,

3.3.3.3 New development shall be massed to respect existing and planned
street proportions.

3.3.3.4 New development shall define the street through consistent
setbacks and building elevations. Design directions for setbacks
and elevations.

• We have commented on all of the above issues within the body of
our submission.

The Developer and Mr. DeFlippis refer to all the above noted
sections of the Dundas Official Plan and The Proposed Dundas
Official Plan in their Urban Design Brief, thus verifying the fact
that they are informed of all these requirements within the stated
Plans. However the Developer and/or Mr. DeFlippis choose not to
address, comment or offer any details as to their position on these
important matters. It appears their strategy is to ignore these
issues.
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TAB 1 -Concern and Comments
sheets from all the
residents within the 120
meter area of 24 Brock
Street North.
Not one resident is
supporting the Application.

TAB 2- Petition opposing the
Application signed by
over 800 Dundas residents



Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

2

Name(s):
W "4         Plea.ÿ P-rihi  .....

,,\ddress:
Pleam Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿq., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezo in, lg and Variances
:The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

X/I ÿhHigh Density.

iL.,i   e developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal withsubstantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.
I"

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
L/  regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site

L/

J

+j

/
U

Development

,ne third of the property runs upthe escarpment and is not land that can be usedfor building. Thus the developer s density formula is questionable as per the net
. hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fftlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
,which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
•   t'ÿ

"adjacent to the development rote.

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
"Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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L/

• "      .ÿ  ....................................................................................................................................................

[ Services  ...............................  :

[---  ....  ÿ--ncit serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water trom the

L'/ :scarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

,../

b/

/'Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
/Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
ill these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

develooer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

j to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

,@he developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
"/ approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

L// Many neighbourson Melville have only street parking. Where will they parkwhen construction workers take their spots'?

,,,Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.t,,/ require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

,,street parking permits be required?

L// Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, wherewill the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

Traffic

v//"Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this.         ,ÿ
isstie been revtewed.

t// Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to,service the development from Brock Street'?
d
"The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

I

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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3 ,)

Y
,'Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
Now will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
/ÿin recent years, major floo:ing and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

L/j/t.his going to be controlled_?_?  ........

L/'I How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'?
i

r

Construction Issues  .....  nd
.ÿ/f'Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage runs, trucks a

[  - ÿ workers' vehicles park?

f ,!]Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?/Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
•    lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

t ; foundationsfromdamage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

....  /" Signature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Please Prilll

Address: Y ' SS
Pleaÿ Print

-- 1 I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

-ÿlam opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ1ÿ/., Dundas

"  I because of the following concerns:

t
L

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The ! 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (,50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
--    One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

i
i

The proposed development is too large for the site.

It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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i      lÿis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water t'rom theescarpment go'?

How will the rainwater frorn the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

--    Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up'?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Parking

I The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

-     Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
•       ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pin 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic--    Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

isstie been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

--   The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

I

I create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

•       ,-ÿ
vehicles..

Flooding
in recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area•

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties'?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

(-

Other:

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Print

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
r

Brock Street, North, Dundas.
l

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ/., Dundas

because of the followin_g_concerns:

¢

Rezolring and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I l variances all of which deal with
substaniial changes to the dimensions and clearances fbr the building and property.

The I I variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning lirnits)

Site Development
)'One ihird of the property runs upthe escarpment and is not land that can be used

1-/'1 for building. Thus thedeveloper s density formula is questionable as per the net

/.I hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.
t,'/ I The proposed development is too large for the site.

i/If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
" and the Dundas Peak.

t,i' The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

/
b'

t,

/

[/
t

•      "'l
which is of one and two storey resldentm homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the area'?
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[Services

,r2
t

'Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water t'rom the

escarpment go'?

t,/

J
ig,/'

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

€"

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

t,/" to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

r,//l The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Sinceapproximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

,,// Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock. St.9 N.require street parking to accommodate two car t'amilies and large vehmles. Will

street parking permits be required?
t,/ Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

g

I Traffic
b/i Traffic will increase on Brock,

• issue been reviewed?
J

k/

V

Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

"The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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t/

v'

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and tight a major fire?

"How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

"Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
t// In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?--   i
How is

V ] Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

t// Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

/

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

,-Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within l0 feet of the property
L/ lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s): LO0ÿ t
Pleaÿ Print

Add ress:
Plea,ÿ Pnnl

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. lq., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

¢"

Rezoning and Variances
" The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

'    to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with

x/ÿ,substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property__
--XThe i I variances the developeÿd2nreqUseeStnitzg2nrennlllmitnÿr in nature but signilicant

v  I regarding to size. (50 Vo larÿer     p           g

Site Develo ÿment
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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! Services  ........

'Fhis site is not serviced with storrn sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

develooer?

€

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed developrnent entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extrernely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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Safet

t
Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accomrnodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding-     In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

] this going to be controlled?
i

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers" vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

e-

I
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines or" the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the consti:uction of

'         ?
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:

re
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Ple'aÿ Print

-     Plcaÿ Print

| am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

Y,

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street. €,ÿ kÿlÿcÿC\ÿ "ff'ÿ, l,,x.

The development lacks a transition i:rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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I Services  ...........................  11 the runoff water from the

This site is not, serviced with storm sewers• Where wi
I:'ÿ escarpment go?

•          ÿ?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is,extremely

,,ÿ narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick tip?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

\

Paÿ
,, IThe

/
,\

.\

J
[  .

developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

! to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the"-  average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
)ÿ when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
•      ,ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required'?

/  Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

)<
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed'?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street• The road is extrernely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents•
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Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled'?

..ÿ                                                                         '  ,?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent propemes.

How is

Construction Issues

ixk
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area tbr receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and!or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

tbundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

'         ,ÿ

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:

Signature



Rczoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Address:  ÿ.
Pleaÿ Prinl

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

iÿ/! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. V., Dundasbecause of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
' The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits) ÿ il, l.%ÿl, ÿ

Site Development
-    One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton. I,dÿ arc., 44-,ÿ- sloct-ÿ':

%ÿ"1 The proposed development is too large for the site.
It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
! The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the ncighbourhood

NJ  which is of one and two storey residential homes.  I'_ÿ L)(:ÿ- Li
-    .Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
%'/ adjacent to the development site'? [ uooold iÿ,ÿa..ÿ,ne, .ÿrÿ iF ÿtÿ'vev-,_, .40ÿg_

,,The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues forÿhe

residents on Park Street.  (3, ÿ2D   (ÿrÿc,,IZ ,q:,l-r-cc_'t"

;F-he development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
,,ÿonstruction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'? I,Ohcoc lÿjt'd ¢ÿal'ronn,ÿ -

IA_l l,x,ÿ/ "9

/

Iv,"
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t

[ Services  ....................

/Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

/How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

/Currently the water pressure in the arena" is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 rnore households'?  ND

,,tÿrock Street between Park and Melv.ille and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they lneet the requirements of'the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up'?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

Parki

I
ng
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?

/Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
willtheCO, pml0andpm2.5beexhausted? ÿ'-ÿot,o i:,5 ÿt,'ÿ:5  ÿ,ssilolc

Traffic
"Traffic will increase on Brock,

.         ,-ÿ
%/"  issue been reviewed.

V

Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

€"

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.

o ei-ion Lane{.
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SaferY
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled'?

#

V/                                                                         '  ,?How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent propemes.

How is

Construction Issues
,,Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?
f
Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

,,Lteavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'? ,ÿ (zj¢-ocÿ)ÿ

• "ÿoise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these ÿssues.

Other:
!

Pro o &---e"

5
Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Plcaÿrint

Plcaÿ Prinl
Address: S

l am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
/""/  to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances l-br the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

f

Site

!

Development
One third of the property runs up t.he escarpment and is not land that can be used
t-br building. Thus the developer's density tbrmula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fon-nula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the deve!opment site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
tthe bird environment of the area?
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[Services

'ghis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
escarpment go'?

/

7-

•       '7How will the rainwater t'rom the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed ['or pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

Parki

?

/

ng
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking• Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

_ÿ Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of thisissue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development t'rom Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential trafl-'ic accidents•
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Safety

J
!

Since the water pressureis extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction rnateriais be located?

Heavy excavation and/or'pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature Date

J'5--
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Rezoning and Variances Applicatio.

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):   ÿO,.ÿ&,ÿ- Nhÿ Aÿxÿ_uÿvooÿZT  &,
Pleaÿ Print

Plelit Prinl
©U  L/I 

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

L// ! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

Rezoning

J
J
v/

and Variances

"The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the diinensions and clearances for the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site

v/

Development
One third of the property runs tip the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

JJ
!

If built, the development will frilly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

¢/.- Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

,..i The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park ,Street. g ÿoc, l<-  ÿ'c-t7,eÿz-

q

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey,,I"

building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area.
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Is,;rv ice;;-  .........................................................................................................................................

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
escarpment go'?

J How wi][ the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.•          9

J Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?

S Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

J Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up'?

¢" If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since¢"
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

.,/ Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
J require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehmles.      9 Will

street parking permits be required?
t'/- Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

TratNc will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

JWill large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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!

/

J

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
j In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?

Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent      '  '?propemes.

How is

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

J

v"

Other:

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24    1

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

¢"

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. tÿ!., Dundas

because of the following_concerns:
-Rezoning and Variances

The deve-i-0-oper is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

k   to High Density•           ________ ____-------ÿ ÿ ÿ
--ÿ The developer iS requestlngiante°talo°nÿs lalndacÿlea2rCaenSc21s' t;t; 'ÿhel;ÿldanl galmd property.

substantial changÿÿsm'ÿ''''° L,.,, ÿ.ÿ_ ÿ--

the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

_ÿ  regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

\

\
\

\

I-

N__

',,.,

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

hectare density_fonnula used by_ the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed developmen--ÿ does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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l qC,.viceS---

>

This site is not serviced with storm sewers_-@liere will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recyc'ling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up'?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

¢"

Parkin
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller• Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when constrtlction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
I Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets• Has the safety of this

\

\

!

l,

•     ,?
issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Ysince the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

loo(linÿ
- In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

x Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for.. receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:
b

Pleaÿ Print

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoningand Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to :the proposed development at 24 Brock SL ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

Variances

-,z" /The,devel°per is requesting a rezoning of the property t¥om Low/Medium Density,X-  to High Density.                                               --------

The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with

z\ substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property______ÿ

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
)ne third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
'      ,,ctare density_.tbnnula used bÿof Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If'built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
nd the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?                                    -------

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
,_ÿ[ the bird environment of the area'?
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I
S

CoS
'this site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water t'rom the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?                                          -------

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the  .......  _ I-ÿ     -------

....  __=-ÿ   requirements of the increased tra[tm flow.

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?                                              --------

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

he developer is requestinga vlÿanC:rmtÿ?on48tÿark[nrgSsldpoetnt.lasItPudrkmgh;ÿh;'
to approximately one park g p    P              xtra vehicles ark9
•  .,   sehold has ÿmcies ar,ÿ_ c :..,.ÿ.

..ÿÿÿ.       ..  .....  :,..,,.ÿ m make the Darkmÿ spaces s    _ •    , ,,
avera e hou         ÿ.         '                ' ,,       maller Since

U-"  ..,  The developer ts requesung 'a w-,ÿ,;,.,. -,-  ,-:-,.-- .,',here will these vehicles parK:
--   x            " .       ,   ÿ,o/, -,',,,ÿ,ÿo,ÿs are tarÿze veÿnclcÿ, v,ÿ,    ____----- ÿÿ

'"   approxlmatety _ÿu >,o uÿ ÿ,,,-,ÿ,,-       ,-,               Where will they park
- Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking."ÿ   when construction workers take their spots'?                           -------

- Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
' " require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
- Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

"/- will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

,<

.1

--Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been revmwed.

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
.--  '-e the development from Brock Street'?

be able to. scrvlc

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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SafetY
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

><" Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

X
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site.. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:.

'\

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. 1ÿ1'., Dundas

because of the following_concerns:

Rezon

t/ I
----iI

V

i ng and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor innature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by_ the City__of Hamilton.

V

V

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will thlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.

proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t?om residentia! homes to a mult!-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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[se,'vices                ,              -  ...............

I--17 This site is not serviced with storm sewers• Where will the runoff water from the
" escarpment go'?

•           ,ÿ

v/  How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

t//

V
V
V

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic [low'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

.vi  to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show theaverage household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

,/  The developer is requesting a variance to rnake the parking spaces smaller. Sinceapproximate!y 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
v/  when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.•      ,ÿ

i,/   require street parking to accommodate two car t'amilies and large vehicles. Will
z_ streetÿpermits be required?

.4/   Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

/

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street• The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents•
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major tire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
/  In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
t/ this going to be controlled?

How is

,/ Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacentpropemes."  '?

Construction Issues

.

/

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 f'eet of the property
lines of'the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from darnage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

//

Date
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Name(s):
•    Please Pfiÿ

Address: 33/
Please Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application f6r 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following_ concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

L

I

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

!

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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Services
This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

(

Parking,
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

(

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safety

Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature                                Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Address:

Pleaÿ vrim

l am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

beeause of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
/] The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

-'V  to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.V
The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

/'  regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

e.,/

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

"The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

/The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
/The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the area'?
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This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from tile

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up'?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

ag
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
iÿ raffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development'?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within l0 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
tbundations from damage'?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

tl

Date

2z }7.
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Some further comments on the Brock St. apartment application.

We are against this application mainly for the reason that it does not fit the neighbourhood.

And just as importantly, it goes against the town plan.

Town plans are put together for a reason: to oversee responsible development that fits the
neighbourhood of any area of the town. Professionals spend copious amounts of time

putting these plans together to provide guidance for what should be built where. Such town
plans are specific to the area and developed with knowledge of local situations.

I am under the impression that the one reason that this application is proceeding through
the process is that it is leaning on the OMB's dictate that high-density housing be
encouraged wherever possible. However, the OMB has no knowledge of local conditions.
That is, an umbrella statement that gives general direction to the populous GTA should not
be a clause or reason to abandon the local town plan. What matters the most are the local
conditions of the specific area, the character of the neighbourhood, and in this context an
apartment at the corner of Melville and Brock is absurd. Let alone its proximity to the most
important geographic feature in the whole valley - the escarpment - the absurdity of this
application is that it will look like a sore thumb in its setting. It is completely out of place!
Look where the apartment buildings in Dundas are located: the centre of town. The fact
that the nearby now closed middle school will become apartments is not an argument for
this application. This building is part of the local landscape, sits on plenteous property and
is well away from the escarpment. In fact, the higher density housing that will be built
within this structure makes other high density housing nearby very undesirable, due to the

significant jump in vehicular traffic.

Finally, I urge those overseeing this application to notice what kind of buildings were built
not long ago on Park Street, directly adjacent to this property. This is the only kind of
housing that is reasonable for the area, fits the neighbourhood and would preserve
reasonable traffic flow in a residential area. When we purchased a home in this
neighbourhood it was with the knowledge that the area would remain as it is: single family
dwellings. To allow an apartment building to be built in our neighbourhood is a violation of
the town plan and our right to give direction to the way we wish our neighbourhood to be

developed.

Please end this application for a variance against the town plan and so many other
variances that are necessary for it to go ahead. It is a waste of our taxpayer money for so
much effort to be directed toward a misplaced application that has no merits whatsoever.

Sincerely,

Stephen and Sandra ]envey
333 King St. West, Dundas
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Add ress:
"-ÿPleaÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezonin and Variances
developer is requestinga rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 1 I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

V/  for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

I

/
i

J
i

t/

v/

/
f

b/

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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I Services                ÿd
..  This site is not service with storm sewers.

g' ÿ/  escarpment go ?

/

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

/
¢'

/.

J

Currently the water pressure in the area is very tow. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

¢"

i.
Parking,

The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

b,/  to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show theaverage household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since

1/"  approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
t/"  when construction workers take their spots?

-     Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
.      ÿ

I,/  require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehmles. Will
street parking permits be required'?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

J  will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

v/ ' Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
I

-        i

¢'

•      ,?
isstie been revmwed.

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents•
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Safety
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

t/'  pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and tight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

t//  development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

1/   vehicles?.

Flooding

t'/.  In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.this going to be controlled?

How is

properhes.v/" How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent      "  '?

t/1
I

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

¢"

v"

r-,

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents or" Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

(ÿ- Name(s): /ÿ/ÿ/ÿ t[ ÿ'ÿAJE:  Cÿ/fHhoo
Please Print

Address: ÿ3q
"  "    '  Please Print   -               /

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas. I

I am oppo.e, to ,he propo.e. 0evo, opment at 24.rock St Du°.a.

I because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.

/

S

The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development   .
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adj acent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area?
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Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers.
escarpment go?J

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

F

Parking

v// The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking, where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safetw

Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

(-
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

(//    Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

t Name(s): _____ÿ[1 ÿ/h Eo'Iÿ"
Please Print

Address:   ÿ ÿ1 /ÿtÿ(v ÿ" V(,/
Please Print

[ I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas
because of the following_concerns:

Rcÿ7..iiÿ, and Variances

,y/ The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density'   to High Density.
r/
/

The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zooing limits)

Site Develodment
• One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be usea

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

/
/

,

/
/
J

: J
I

The proposed development is too large for the site,                           ,,.4

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street,
The development lacks a transition from residential homes tO a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers.

C.     escarpment go?/
Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

J
Y
/

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pickup?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

¢

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

,J  to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since

/  approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

/  Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be requ_ired?

/  Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, wherewill the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

C

Traffic

/
/
¢

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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(
.

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding

4/  In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

,/  How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

/ Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

J

\

Other:

J

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

( ame(s):    A/O  / VrÿrYr
Please Print

Address:  ÿ 5"-'7 ÿX//Pÿ/ÿ- ÿ-ÿ 7--,
Please Print

I     I I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24IBrock Street, North, Dundas.

Rezoningand Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the .building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

I I am oppose, to the propose.  eve, opmont at 24 BrockSt. Dun.as

L Ibecause of the following concerns:  - gÿ'-ÿ- /"r7ÿ. ÿ ÿ-d€7ÿ-ÿ  ÿ a TL-:

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site,

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area?
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Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers.
escarpment go?

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?
Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

¢

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
createa scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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(

Safety
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, maj or flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is
this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any nmoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

t

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

(
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

( Signature Date
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ApphcationRezoning and Variances     " '
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Address:
Pleaÿ Print

[ am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ'., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rez___ oning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
-     The developer is requesting a total of l l variances all of which deal with

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

- The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

t,.,,, regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

/

L/  I

Site Development
--@'/t One t-hird of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density tbnnula used by the City of Hamilton.

" -L/r The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

V   and the Dundas Peak.
/ The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood

/   which is of one and two storey residential homes.
x,f/  Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
•    adjacent to the development site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

Jthe bird environment of the area'?
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rT<  ....  ":e-s  .....  "

J-ÿxi ÿ site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
" escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater frorn the building and site be contained and be disposed.

,/

,/
-j

,/

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 rnore households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

-Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
It" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

e

-ÿarkin ÿ,

--ÿ/The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
,/ to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

avera ,e household has ") 98 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

- xi/" The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

f  Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
"/   when construction workers take their spots?

-     Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
",,// require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street pÿermits be required?
--   Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, prn 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

\/

,4

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
I
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Safet

,/
f

i

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flood

v"

ing
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues

< Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks andworkers' vehicles park'?

L/i Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

"Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?

w//i Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of'         ?
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:

¢
Signature                ÿ    ]Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

ame(s):  A2ÿ,7-- iT LY/ÿ:-  77-'o
Please Print

Ccÿrÿ-/ÿ c'Y-- 0 ÿ.<..,, i,/>j;ÿ71

Address:   3(ÿ "-)  /ÿ I A/ /ÿ   ÿ 7". ZcJ .
Please Print

I     ! I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿlÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

1

Rezoninÿ,and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the .building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
reÿ,ardinÿ to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can he useo
for building. Thus the developer' s density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

(

The proposed development is too large for the site,

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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C

Services
This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

develotÿer?

Parking,
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots: Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, Dm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
' Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

-------- The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the

road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario forpotential traffic accidents.
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Safety

Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any rtmoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

(
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

(                Signature
Date



Rezoning and Variances Applicath)n
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:

_5  /oz ---,2"ga/g  ya/e
Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Print

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following_concerns:

T

--Rczoning and Variances

! The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densityto High Density.

,..... ! The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

----7- The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

,ÿnt
--    One third o-f the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

For building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density Formula used by the City of Hamilton•

1/" The proposed development is too large tbr the site.ÿ- T#g)" ,q' E Tf/;two 7-0
-     If built, the development will t'ully or partially obstruct the viewÿ of the,,..

as Peak 5: ]>oMr'l" u!/-{a'r  -1-a ÿooÿ /-/7" ÿ To we.,ÿ/  and the Dund       •       ÿa,,,A'    -               ---77..7----

The proposed development does not ht m with the character oI me n<

which is of one and two storey residential homes.   -fHoaGar"       'E
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

b'/" adjacent to the development site? f, qoE, AgÿLÿ___W=:l.ÿ"        'T 1:oÿ4N    T,ÿ;ÿ

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy tssues
v'" residents on Park Street• "ÿ/lÿg ulzi.¢. ÿE A/o ta£xl/d c,Y.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

c,,"" building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'? tdo'r ÿNz.)/  --f-g-/g ÿ'zÿ'ÿ ÿMt/

3 2>oAT ÿlaNr"  Ta z..z¢ÿ z N A
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Services  ..............

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Wiaere will the runoff'water from the

escarpment go'?
•           ,)

How will the rainwater t'rorn the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?  :E"ÿ,ÿ.r" ÿ7 - t, cE ,rÿzÿ ,,q/,,ÿ/--/,,qv'g A "r',ÿcÿ
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they rneet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be!
accessed for pick up? ÿor'a/a, -to/,g6:,4 f,ÿ g-r-rÿ"  ÿ'ÿG,8--r- •

It" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer? ÿtlE j>£¢Ez.o Pÿ ÿ                       7/4ÿ

Parking
-    ' The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

z,// to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots• Studies show theaverage household has 2.28 vehicles• Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since

t/ approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking• Where will they park
c// when construction workers take their spots?

-     Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

t,// require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will
street parking _permits be required?

t,,/, Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

_ÿ will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

C

Traffic

!_

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Strÿeet, which is at a bend in the

,.,,ÿroad onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which willcreate a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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(
Safet

J
/

t,

/

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and South sides of the

development?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.                                                         /

pÿf,4REÿ Foÿ youÿ /4oÿtE -to ÿd -r-o -rttE GÿOa/V_b,8ÿ

ecent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

H / this going to be controlled?  ....

g"'//How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

C

C'onstruetion Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

/'//workers' vehicles park'?

t/"  Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

'         '7

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these tssues.

Other: "7)qg Oÿ/t4ÿ oF

A Fgr :r.N=: lG

3> ÿ a/ al -r tt ÿ g m A ,ÿ P H ÿ ,tt "r w z_ ÿ ro "ÿH E ,ÿ ÿ ÿ-ÿ.ÿ=W÷ .
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

,\ddress: .315 "-gAg
Pleaÿ Prinl

-ll am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

ibam opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿtÿi., Dundas

eeause of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
-----ÿ The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
Tile developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

p
Site Development

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

hectare density__t'onnula used by_the City of Hamilton.

r

___ÿthe

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If'built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The developrnent lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

bird environment of the area'?
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Se!-vices  .....................

'l'his site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

-ÿ  escarpment go'?
•           ÿ

t-low will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed,

---  Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
.ÿ    Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end or" Melville is extremely

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

--   Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Pa___ rking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number uf residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

e household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles p_ark?

The developer is requesting a variance to rnake the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

M-aany neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

-     Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car t'amilies and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

t      will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

I

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

.         ,ÿ
issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

' create a scenario for potential traffic accidents•
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Safety
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major tire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Floodin
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'?

e"

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property

I      lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other: Intocd t.ÿ,',l[ 4"-&,5  A.I€ .ÿ¢..ÿ ocx,f ÿc.ÿ.>zd5ÿ

Signature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

(  Name(s):    ÿ ÿ ÿ-

Address: _ÿ'ÿJ'Ji

_1 I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿlil., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

(

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

/
/
/

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development   -
Ono third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

¢/ for building. Thus the developer' s density formula is questionable as per the nethectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

vi The proposed development is too large for the site.
--f If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.                                             -------

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

• ÿ/ which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

J adjacent to the development site?

'¢/ The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

// The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

l    [ the bird environment of the area?
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Services

¢/ This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from theescarpment go?

/  How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

f  handle 48 more households?
2.

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
v/  narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Vhere will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

v/  accessed for pickup?

/  If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

f

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

/
/

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The develope--------rÿs requ---estÿng a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

C

Traffic

V

/

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in theroad onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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F-

S

/

/

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding

j  In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.this going to be controlled?

/  How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?J

/

(

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

/

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other: e

d

7¢ .- 2-//7.    ,,

/

(ÿ--                Signature te
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

J

]       Pleaÿ Print

e

Add ress:
Pieaÿ Print

/

[----ÿ am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning arid Variances

_ÿThe developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densityto High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

---ÿ-- The 1 I variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

......  Lregarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

S_iteÿDÿ _   :  ...........  ÿ,,ÿ escaÿ,,ment and is not land that can be used

Oo;btutÿlldln°gt. tThtPtrstÿl;dYe;ellopUeÿ,s'density' Vtbrmula is questionable as per the net

__ÿ hÿt tbnnula used b the City of Hamilton.
-ÿ I The proposed development is too large for the site.

-ÿ" ÿbutÿ, ÿendevepl°aPknent will fully °r partially °bstruct the view °f the escarpment

,-ÿ, The proposed development does not fit in with the ÿ of the
!v,,  which is of one and two storey residential homes.

W"  Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
,,a   adjacent to the development site'?

-ÿ The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition tYom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

z/

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where wi 11 they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

g.--

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approxirnately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles• Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

)(',  issue been reviewed.•         '7

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
./'ÿ"  be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
,,,,("  road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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/Safet
Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

_ Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area tbr receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

Signature
/  Date
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Name(s):

Address:

Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Please Print

Please Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for-ÿ

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the followmg concerns:

Rezoning and Variances                                                --------

/ÿ The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
" I to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal withi

/
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property._:_

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

i regarding to size. (5 0% larger than present zoning limits)

J

/

/
t/

¢,/

Y
/

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare densit'z formula used by the City_ of Hamilton.

"The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
he proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

which is of one and two storey residential homes.
ill the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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¢

Servic.ÿs

/ This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
%/ escarpment go?

iÿow will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

L/

//

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

gÿrÿhere will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
fthese services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

(

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

/to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
Y average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

-The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
J approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

,Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
J when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

(-

Traffic

c.//Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of thisissue been reviewed?
/Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles

L/ be able to service the development from Brock Street?

/The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
2//road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which willcreate a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safety

V

//

/Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

/-H0w will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
,Iÿhe entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
/hÿrecent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

/this going to be controlled?

How is

/,ÿow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

/wtÿere will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
v, workers vehicles park?

"ÿWWhere will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?t/

(

//

Other:

,/}ke. avy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the propertylines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?

,ÿise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

( Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas
¢"

Name(s): ,John s Loft
Pleam Print

Please Print

_ÿ_-- 1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24• Brock Street, North, Dundas.

,/  i am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
V because of the following concerns:

(

Rezoning

V

V

V

and Variances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 1 ! variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development

v/

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fbnnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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Services
'['his site is not serviced with storm sewers. @here will the runoff water from tile

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 rnore households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up'?
It" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

(

Parkin
developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
e household has 2.28 vehicles• Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

•      '7

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will
'     Q

street parking_permits be reqmred.
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

-:Fraffic

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
•         ,]ÿ

issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

'The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safet7
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supplY to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
ln recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'?

How is

Const

,g

guetion Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

/,-..

p

:   /¢ /

ij

U    Signature

t"
/

:  .1  ' "i
It.

I
t

+
t,/ :    ÿ.r

Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

(  Name(s):__ÿoT-  ,/Q/ff/-ÿ
"           Please Print

Address:   ÿ ,ÿ 3   /¢'3r47ÿ/c"  ÿT"-   /ÿ/°
Please Print

I     [ I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following_concerns:

Rezoninÿ,and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
reÿarding to size. (50% larger than present zoving limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be usea
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density; formula used b)ÿ the City of Hamilton.

¢

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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(

Services
This site is not serviced with storrn sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and sitebe contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parkinÿ

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

I The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
e.rÿatÿa scenario for 13otential traffic accidents.
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Safety

Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinlder system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

r Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

L
Signature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

g

Pleaÿ Print

l am in favour of the.proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

(

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I l variances all of which deal with

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

segarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Rezoniin_g and Variances

7
75
Site Development

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density tbrmula used by_ the City_ of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.                                              -------

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the ciiy allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?                                    -------

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.
"he development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.

?onstruction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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I Services  ......................  .  .

,ÿ    This site is not serviced with storm sewers. @here ,viii the runoff water from the
{g      escarpment go'?

•           ,ÿ

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.
-Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

____ accessed for pick up'?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

P,Pÿ,nÿ, , __-'--er is requesting a variance in the number of res,dent,ÿ par.k,ng, s.paces,
the aevcÿuÿ,       u     .      ,            ..    .,o __.V:n,, s,-,ots  btuales snow mc

"x" to approximately one parking p,ace per umt or ÿ2 P'a'e'xtÿa vehicles ÿark9
/ "       , household has ") 98 vehicles. Where wttl me ,          k'   •

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
streetÿrmits be required?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

ra file-----ÿraffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

7,,I
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street• The road is extremely narrow at this point which ,,viii
create a scenario for potential, traffic accidents.
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¢"S
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and tight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

e
cent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?

_ÿ Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

A
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:

_ (&/,J /a
.//

<1       Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Ple'aÿ Print

Ple'aÿ Prinl     "/

L ?/-/Address:

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. lÿlÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

r

Rezoning ,and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

?< The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will Rdly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of" the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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[-QT- This site is not.serviced with storm sexvers.
/\  escarpment go?

Where will the runoff water from the

;<,
/

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up'?                                                  4
-it" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

(-

Parkln     velo er is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
he de  . Pl  ..........  ÿ-;,-ÿ, ,-Dce ,-,er unit or 48 parking spots. Studms show the

,        roxlmatet  onÿ pm,,,ÿ-ÿ v ,*   v
{      to app  ,    -Y, ÿ ,--- ", ,Q ,,ÿ.moles Where will the extra vehicles park?

nousenma naÿ ÿ._o v,ÿ,,,,ÿ   •

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

--Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park

when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed?
-@ill large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

-Flÿrecent years, major flooding and rnudslides have occurred in the area.

_ this going to be controlled?  .......

_ _ÿHow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

" Signature
"Date

0,,'ÿ
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Pleam Print

¢

Pleam Print

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.
/

am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the foilowingconcerns:

a __ d_d Vari__ an_ces

developer is requestmg a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
V' Iÿ High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with

V

V

/substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site D ment

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
Or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
lectare densiÿ formula used by_ the City_ of Hamilton.

/,The proposed development is too large for the site.                     ____---
-It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

,ÿthe Dundÿ Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

hich is of one and two storey residential homes.                       --------

he-dt-ÿllÿw tÿe ÿper to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
aOjacent to the development_ site?  .....

e                    ÿ           ÿ-                  for theproposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues
on Park Street.                                            -------

q/he development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey ______--

,15uilding.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?

i/
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CeS  ........

rFhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

go'?
•            €

-low will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
Lie 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
i ,w. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

riaere wil--i t-he ga--rbag--ÿ and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

.essed for pick up?
.,se services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

V
I

The developer is requesting a variance m the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots• Studies show the

e household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
ihe developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since

approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?
--Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking• Where will they park

h-en constrtlction workers take their spots?
......  .-=Tv. ÿ -   if residents of 24 Brock St, N.

;ÿ-here ÿ the Melville Street nelghbours park                  .   'ÿ
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

ermits be required?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
,,viii the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

iTra:ÿbeÿinllrÿnC£ÿvad,on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
h as deliÿks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles

•      ice the develonment t'rom Brock Street!       _________________-

on Brock Street, ÿÿhlc=---h is at a bend in the

road onio Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

i create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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}nce the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water- ÿure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

w will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
celopment?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
yvehicles?.

years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

-('..onstr.uÿtion Issues             ,                         bins, trucks and

7.--ÿ Wÿeere will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage

L/" ÿrkers' vehicles park'?                                            ------

'L/ W, ere will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
------      y excavation and/or pile driving will take place within lO feet of the property

J/l}ne;} of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect theirfrom damagJ?

, /)ÿ10ise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

, ?-/q/m> S o/o

'                         ÿOtlT

l    1                jLt.,ÿ _

/;

(/'       -' Date  ÿ           "
Si,gmlture
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RezoninR and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:

Ple'aÿ Print

r-l_
Please Print

e[ am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

rock Street, North, Dundas.

am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿIJ., Dundas

cause of the following concerns: ]

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The ! 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Rezoning and Variances

,0,\vg'ÿ The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densityto High Density.') ,ÿc,g" The developer is requesting a total of" 11 variances all of which deal with

,i

Site Development

%ÿ,ÿdx One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

a

3 :/

J

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will Rtlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the area'?
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7 'Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. @i ere will the runoff water from the
-ÿ    "  escarpment go'? .           ,ÿ

7,   How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.
i

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?                                          -------

;,)_(ÿ ÿ, Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end or" Melville is extremely
,ÿ,,ÿ. __ - narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?     ________- Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

_    accessed for pick up?-  If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

¢"

I
P arkin

The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?                           -------

Where wiil the Melville Street neighbours park it" residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street ÿarking ,ermits be required?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

U

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?                   --------

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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!
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of" the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding

I ÿ (ÿ In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

/ÿ,.ÿ-ÿ ',/ this going to be controlled'?
Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
! Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

/
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within l0 feet of the property
lines of" the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from darnage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

.         ,ÿ

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:
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Rezoning and Variances Applicatioÿl
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

SiteDevelopment
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

,,ÿ   i'or building• Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

NI

\!

/N

hectare density t'onnula used bÿ°f Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will t\tlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of'the trees on the site. What ef,fect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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Services                        Wiiere will the runoff water from the
This site is not serviced with storm sewers.

escarpment go'?                                              .     ,?

w will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

;urrently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?          and the west end of Melville is extremely

tBrock Stree between Park and Melville

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

¢"

Parki_iP-g                  ,"       ' -ce in the number of residential parking spaces,

.             in, lace per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show theTy 1 tTohe developer is requesung a vanan
appr°xtmate!y,°nÿe sPÿrkÿ8 gePhicles. Where wd] the extra vehicles ,arkÿ

!"ÿ ÿ nousenuÿu ,ÿ -.              make the parking spaces smaller. Since
The developer is requesting a variance to

\    ap__proximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

r

/

f

Many neighbours on Melville have only street pÿhere will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St, N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking_permits be required?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

f

Traffic

,f Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?                    -------Tl-he proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the

road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.II
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
fire'?

pressure/supPlY to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.                                                          _______--

- Floodin__g

I----ÿ In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

€"

I
-(ÿonstruction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?   _ _

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?
------- Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property

lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their f
foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
.         ,-ÿ

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these tssues.

Other:

Si
Date
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Rezoning and Variances Appficathÿn
24 Brock Stree, North Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:

¢'

Va ria nce ess

eloper is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density___._._._.--.---

><"  I to High Density.

,,ÿ  The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with

;4
[

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property--

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50°/o larger than present zoning limits)

Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Print                                                     2-ÿ---ÿ1

[ am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ'., Dundas
because of the followin_gÿ concerns:                                  ______--

-ÿsite_Development

one third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

>ÿ"  for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by_the City_ of" Hamilton.                    -------

XI  The proposed development is too large for the site.                      ____----

It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site'?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the'/'ÿ   residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

X    'onstruction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
I     ! the bird environment of the area'?
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Services  ......

rFhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water t'rom the

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the bui!ding and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?                                          ÿ-

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?     _______

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?                                               -------

It" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

\

e developer is requestikgna Vl;2Ceerlnutÿ?On48bpearrkÿnr2ssldOetntlaÿtpudrikemgh;paÿh;'

, , ,  usehold aas';'2S-vehicles. Where will the extra vehicÿ
t \/ÿ / to approximately one par " g P    P

•             '   ÿ a varlancÿ to ,i,,.,,-...      r-       ÿ                 .             ,

annra'ÿ matelv _ÿv/o ,_,. ,,..,,lc          ÿ ÿ--  ...,         .,, ,,_  .......  ,r
tVV  ....  1       -'     --ÿ.---ÿ                    "                 111 tllÿy  o.tt',...                                      ,.  wherew        . 1a
Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking
when construction workers take their spots?

•   Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
"2('  require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?                                   ------

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
,Z" will the CO, prn 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic  ......  ÿ,--ÿ. ÿ,/ÿ,ÿl,,ille and Park Streets, Has the safety of this
Traffic will increase on Dtu,ÿ., ,,  ....

' ue been reviewed?  ___---_______--ÿ ÿ------- ÿÿ  .--------7ÿ
issue ucc. , ,. v ,7 ,, ,.-.--- , ,   _, -,:  .....  ÿ,-..ot.s ÿarbaÿze trucks and recychng vehmles

I--.,  Will lartze vehmles sucn as octtvcLy ÿ.ÿ,..,ÿ, =, ,-,7  ÿ,.
! '--ÿ'   "      '-'     .   .,  ,  _ÿ  .......  t from UrOCK btreetr    ÿ__________ÿ

/"       ,       o service me oevÿtup,,t,,,ÿ -
I      be able t  '                •     •   - ÿ--ÿ Street which is at a bend In the

,,7,ÿ ÿ-ÿ The proposed development entrance ts on tÿtuÿ,,,road onto Melville Street The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
"-      create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.                         ------
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Y_Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
ttre.

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major " 'ÿ
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

developmenr?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

•       ,)
vehicles..

Floodin_ÿ
-ÿ In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area•

this going to be controlled'?

Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent propemes ?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

",/-'-  workers" vehicles park'?I
>4 Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other" //' C.'A,J O ÿ

;t  ÿ  ÿÿ-  "  "/  ÿ-r-,  ,-.ÿ, ,

T'i-t ÿ<ÿ  Cocÿ k'b

0 f iÿr/?, //-,I 'ÿ-'ÿ/'

\,ÿ ÿ' i--ÿ=c," f-   SL.' i:LÿOe, c : .,u,ÿ /

)) /2c; Piÿ d f ,ÿ- -ÿ

f4, u ÿ ÿ D I ./ÿJ S:- • 7"o   C- /x./ 7-;

, f)
,s. -- Signata,ÿe

Date
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t

Rez()ning aud Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ print

[---ÿ am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezonimz and Variances  ....  "" "-ÿ:- -- Dÿ
eloper is requesting a rezoning ot the property from LOW/lWemm,ÿ

v/" I tO High Density.         -ÿÿ------ÿ, ,-7--7_.ÿ

I The dÿveloper is requesting a total of ll variances all ot wmcn .ÿdani End-ro-erty
,/   substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the out   g    loLuIoÿt,y.

The ! I variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but ÿgnificant

v,/  regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning lumts)

'eSÿt Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
t'or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

hectare density t'onnula used by the City of Hamilton.

/

./

./

,/

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area.
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Se rv ices  ................

'fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Wiiere will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?
•           4ÿ

/     ÿw will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.
Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

ti   handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely

rrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
'here will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

b'/ accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Paridn
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
V/ approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.•      ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street ÿermits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

=Fraffic

.--ÿj Trsÿ-ibeWillrÿnÿ2d.?n Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
h as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles

V"    ,   ,    , vice the development from Brock Street'?       _________ÿ
be able to scr                    :_ÿ .   .          •
The proposed development entrance ÿs on Brock Street, which ÿs at a bend in the

is extrernelv narrow at this point which will

....  [create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fighta major tire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles'?.                                                           ______-

[Flooding_
/ÿÿnn recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues                    •    -" "--,ler storaÿze bins, trucks and
here will all of the construction eqmpmem, uÿ,  ,    ÿ

J  workers' vehicles parK,ÿ         ÿ--------------

and storage of construction materials be located?

nd/or pile driving will take pL,,,ÿ,,  .......-ÿÿtsn!!!eÿlkedTeet. How will the developer protect their

t;bundatiÿ;'ns<frim ion and water issues wilt De evmÿta ÿ-,,,ÿ ÿ..e
....  a ÿ ,-lan to control these issues?

_ÿ this site. Has the developer propuÿcu ,ÿ r,,                         .ÿ

Other:                                                       lÿ)ÿ

/

"ÿ                 Sigmtture
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Pleaÿ Print

Address: 3__ÿ"ÿ- ÿ  "

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. $ÿ., Dundas
because of the following_concerns:

and Variances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
J I

/
/

/

to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of" 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The ! 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Pleaÿ Print                                                      ___--ÿ---

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

Site DevelolLmerit
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used'or building. Thus the developer's density tbrrnula is questionable as per the net

lectare density_tbrmula used by_the City_ of Hamilton.                    -----

The proposed development is too large for the site.                      ___---

if built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.                                               -----

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.                        -------

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

-The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition [Yom residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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I Services            ÿ---qS--72-m sewers Where will the runotf water from the

AI      ÿFhis site is not servÿcea wÿm sto,  •                              ___---
escarpment go?

How Will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?                                          ----Ithe west end of Melville is extremely

tBrock Stree between Park and Melville and

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?     _______

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

¢"

Parkin
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?                            -------

,re will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

ermits be required?                                  -------
street

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?                           ------

Traffic

/ Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extrernely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

ecent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled? _

.]_ÿ How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
-ÿWhere will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

V" i workers' vehicles park'?                                              ------

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?V
-Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property

lines or" the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from dama ,e'ÿ   ,                                       ------

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

__ÿ this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:
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ll, ezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
" dÿd,€ ÿ-   iÿEifÿ-

Plea,ÿ Print

Add ress: ,,7y7  A,,"!/<,'  j'S
Plcaÿ Print

I am in.favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances-     The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of" 1 I variances all of which deal with

!1,   substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances fbr the building and property.

-- / The 1 ! variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs tip the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density tbrmula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

V

g,.,
t

I If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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--i 'ÿis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

t/ escarpment go ?                                                   -------

d/How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
¢;' handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?     ____---

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

Parkin 'he developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show thehousehold has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park? _

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

,,re will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?                                   -------

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm l0 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

'rraf   _   ..          n.__,r ÿ,ÿh,ql£ and Park Streets. Has the safety oftÿ

,ssuÿ uÿ, ,,-7 ,..- 7 -Zi ._L ÿ ÿ---SSÿ-ÿok-ÿ-ÿa-ÿaÿzÿs and recycling vehÿ
Will large vehicles sucn as ÿaenvcLy ÿ,ÿ,.,,- , o    ,-,

' ble to service the development from Brock Street'?
be a     - -  ,  .......  • ÿ,-ÿrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend m the

sea aevelo IIICHL ÿ,tlt
. The propo  .....  P . .,.,_  .....  a ;o oxtremelv narrow at this point which wltÿ

V/ road onto Melville btreet. ;no lU,ÿ,., ,o,-.    ÿcreate a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles'?.

oodingg_                  ,,  ,.  ,

tln recent years, major uoomng and mudslides have occurred in the area.

/: is ,oin, to be controlled9this g lgÿ ,  ....

Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'?

How is

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
,/ workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
10 feet of the property

t   '  nHeavy excavatlo and/or pile driving will take place within

lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'?                                   --------

oise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of.         cf

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these ÿssues.

O t h e r: ÿ J'ÿ.yT-ÿc!-,>ÿIÿ'ÿ7   -ÿ-'ÿc-ÿ--'7:-

Signature                                Date
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Cooling Tower Treatments

Antifoams Treatments Example Accepta
4452,2592,2053,2054,2594

Antiscalment ExamplesAccepta 2507

Biocides (Non oxidising) (Oxidising) Example
Accenta 8001,8004,8007

Biodispersants

Scale and Corrision lnhibitors
2048,2312

Example Accenta

r
all has the potential of blowing onto our gardens,our
water gardens,on our windows and into our houses
in the spring and summer months not to mention
the noise from these towers

excessive noise from garage fans

disruption of habitats for garder snakes
a den right behind 347 Park St

which has

disruption of the habitat for the Jefferson
Salamander
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Rezoning and Variances Applicathÿn
24 Brock Street, Dundas

'           -A )
iN a m e{ s):                      Pleam print

--                    Pleam Print                                                        -----------

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.                                       ___----

-  I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brocÿ Dundas

because of the following Concerns:

Rezonin and Variances

The-developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
v:   to High Density.          _________ ÿ---------.,-77---7.        .

a total of 1 I variances all of whmh deal wÿth-ÿ ÿhFe develoPer is requesÿ g:  .....  ÿi,m, and clearances for the building_and pr°perty'

•    h   ÿes to me otmÿ-  .....  s                         ÿ        ÿ .   ..
L    substantial changes m uÿ ÿÿ:_,. ,,ÿ, .,nt minor in nature but stgmlhcant

.    _ .u_ a  ....  1,,her is reauestmg ,ÿ,e not minor

... Thea2d, Vgÿ ÿzee. t('50 ÿ/ÿla; gb t h a n P;esent z°n'ng l'm'ts)     ÿ_

Site Develÿnt
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building., Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

'l-ÿ )/
/

F----------------

hectare density_ t'onnula used bÿof Hamilton.                    ------

The proposed development is too large for the site.                      ___---

It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.                        --------

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

-Tghe development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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)  ....

[ Servmes  ......................

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
escarpment go'?

,.i-  ....  How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
,.    handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
^

;    narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed tbr pick up'?  C2 o:ÿ,-<.cz.!  ;>.ÿc..,,...,_.z_..t(   ÿ.       :,

I f these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
/  developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

/ to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since

--" approxirnately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

,"ÿ  Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
,   when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
•                               '       9require street parking to accommodate two car families, and. large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required?     [,?"ÿ c.ÿ-S; ,ÿ .sÿ,:2- .

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?       @ ..c..ÿ..ÿ-ÿ ,Lÿ.(. -

r

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

/                                         .f                     /

issue been reviewed.    ,4/ r'  .£zÿ._..ÿ ÿ,,'  xo,.t  /  c.ÿ,    .---:/

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
....  ?    -,,,ÿ

be able to servme the development from Brock Street.   (,ÿ ,_.%,.._/;ÿ..,

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, whfch is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

i create a scenario for potential traffic accidents, /g.ÿ.,ÿ(ÿ----ÿ_x_.  ..ÿ.g: c_--v_..
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{ÿ I  L/i/,,:

y ,...
-' Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and tight a major tire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding

tIn recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?   i.z°c.-r  C)., ÿ,./ÿ----ÿ- -i"er:  ÿ :ÿ-<ÿ: ;:ÿ"

properties.How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent      '  9

F

Construction Issues
--   Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

.'workers' vehicles park'?
- L/" Where will the aÿ;ea for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

9 ÿ,...-f /ÿ--/.,_ :..ÿ  .....

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

/
foundations from damage?   ..'J_.ÿ   ÿÿ  -I _I_

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction ofI        ,/t

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

Other:

""       Date
/,"Signature                        l__ .
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

F

Add ress:

Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Print

am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
L The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

--    The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (150% larger than present zoning limits)

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

1

I
L

°  eSÿt Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density t'onnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'roln residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many or'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the area'?
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- I      'Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers.

escarpment go'?

114

Where will the runoff water from tile

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end or" Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

develotÿer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 beexhausted?

i

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

I create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major tire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Other:

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

?        ;  /Z,-
c   .,--./iL('V  ......  ÿ----

Sigtiature
, ÿ:c:. ÿ"L ÿYÿc--©

,.. 21,,, 7, ,,?&'2.-

,-.     Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):                 elehse "t

Please Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following_concerns:

Rezoning and Variances

/ ;Thÿl]deVÿOnP::tÿs requesting a rezoning of the propelS/from Low/Medium Density

W/ ] s2bstantÿalchaÿons and clearances for the building and property.
the developer is requesting are not minor in nature ÿ-t significant

[ ÿ" I regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site D;veÿ.r%entf the property runs up,the escarpment and is not land that can be used
t for building. Thus the developer s density formula is questionable as per the net

e density foHnula used by the City of Hamilton.

Ci/I The proposed dÿ too large for the site,    .   .    .
ew ofÿent

velopment does not fit in with the character of the
"   which is of one and two storey residential homes.

[

.q

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes tO a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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Services
/This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?
/

/ Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
W-here will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pickup?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?
Many Melville have only street parking. Where will they parkneighbours on
when construction workers take their spots?
Where wil! the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
t

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safet

I
Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?
/

v// How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

// Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks andworkers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

f
Signature ' Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Please Print

[I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances

v// The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densityto High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
instruction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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¢/

,/

J
J

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

,/

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parking
, The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

.,// to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

/The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

v,/Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

/" require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will
street parking permits be required?

v// Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, wherewill the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles

v

be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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J
J

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

'/ this going to be controlled?
How is

v/How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

F Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:
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Rczoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):     Qi L

address:  ÿ2ÿ

/   /I am in fav°ur °f the pr°p°sed Rez°ning and Variances Applicati°n f°r 24Brock Street, North, Dundas.

a           o the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
v  I becauÿ"se-ÿthe following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances l-br the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

I
I

Site

j

Development

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density t'onnula used by the City of Hamilton.

/,

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak,

The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
.adjacent to the development site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition fi-om residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

'Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the '   '?area.
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['"  i'      •  ..............................................................................................................................................
' ÿervÿces
.......  •   .    .---_  .........  ÿ  .........  .  ......  ÿ                 .      :ÿ            ,  :,

[ // Fhls site is not serviced with storrn sewers. Where will the runoff water frorn the
t.ff escarpment go?                         ÿ.

'       '7How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

L//

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?     ÿ,)ÿ ÿfl_g.-7ÿ<)/Z_f__ jg ÿ.ÿ---ÿj/oÿ

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extreme ylT--
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

/
Where will the garbage and recy.cljng containerff.-tÿe housed and where will they be.
accessed for pick up?     tÿ'-ÿ(') I/ÿÿ"tgÿV'X (.X.){'AZÿg ÿI'gÿ/M_.-
If these services need to be upgraÿthe costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?  Ofl----ÿ ÿÿ-'5_ ("Cÿ_ÿ !,ÿ7-,,r'- c)ÿ c.)<5

Parking

,,ÿ The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies sho.wrtÿe tÿ
average household has 2.28 vehmles. Where wÿll the extra vehmles park? 1ÿ1ÿ-ÿ,

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Sÿ4ce

!approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?
Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

V                                                                           .    ,?
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehmles. Will

,,street parking permits be required?

V Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where I
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted? .- it,,WOCl-ÿ b,]ÿ ÿg tÿ>c.4/__J

t

r

)

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

•         ?b/   issue been rewewed.

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage tracks apd recycling vehicles
c./ be able to service the development from Brock Street?  ÿk.[O [Zÿ

• The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, whÿ a bend in the
"c,/'  road onto Melville Street• The road is extremelvÿ narrow at this point which will

i create a scenario for potential traffic acc'Td'ÿts.7I
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Since the water pressure is ÿw in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service tÿred sprinkler system and tight a major tire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?                     Q/ÿ'IA ÿ  (qXDdC,.ÿ.--/,-,. ( "

Is the entrance to the development capable of accomlTnodatingÿriergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
/

,,.ÿ In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area,this going to be controlled'?

.,,/   Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties'?
#

V

How is

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Other:    f'fÿ

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

u  r-caloD
/I

U>

l<ÿ
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, Northÿ Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Add ress:

F

Pleaÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Stl eet, North, Dundas.Brock ' "

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Re zoÿand Variances                               "           ""   ÿ"   it

//The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Memum toens y

y_ÿÿh Density.   ---.---ÿ ,,ÿ,ÿ1 ,ÿt" 1 I vnriances all of which deal with
. / lne oevemper ÿs requesung,, ÿ,,  .........  .  .....  ,     _

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the tÿunmng anct property.

t// The ll variances the developer is requeStnitganrennlllmitÿOr in nature but significant
L/ regarding to size (50 Vo larger than prese     ' g "  ' )

Site Development
lone third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

. /ÿ'or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

V 1 hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

//ÿhe proposed development is too large for the site.

L//df built, the development will t\flly or partially obstruct the view of the escarprnentand the Dundas Peak.
"The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

,/Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
i['he proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

k,/"ÿ,/ residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.

_/ Construction will clear many of'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on__ the bird environment of the area'?
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......

I

(
°Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
irock Street between Park and Melville and:the west end of Melville is extremely

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

there will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

(

Parkin
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

e household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park7
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

/Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

(

Traffic
rsaffie will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
ue been reviewed ?

5gill large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
> be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

,T2ÿ'proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in thev road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
I create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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tYi
/Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and tight a major tire'?

,How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
4ÿs the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In/,a'ecent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

//t"his/.g°ing to be controlled'?

t-,I<ÿw is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?C

How is

Confitruction Issues
/  Where will all of the construction equipment,

v  ,-workers vehicles park'?

N// Where will the area for receiving and storage

trailer, storage bins, trucks and

of construction materials be located?

( f
Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within l0 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

/foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

C
Signature

"ÿqÿ :zI ÿ-Ol"z----

Date
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Rczoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Pleaÿ Print                /

Pleaÿ Print

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿl'., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

Rezoning

,/
and Variances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density t'onnula used by the City of Hamilton.

,/

v/

J
/
/

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?

"The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area?
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This site is not serviced with storm sewers.
escarpment go'?

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater f'rom the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
x//  when construction workers take theirspots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
" require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm l0 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

v/," Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of thisissue been reviewed'?

<1 Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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I/

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major tire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding

x//In recent years, rnajor flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.this going to be controlled?
How is

k//" How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent      "  '?properties.

Construction Issues

-Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area fbr receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

( Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

.Jc  gzOlc 

Date
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/
Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

,\ddress:

Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Prinl
I

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

i am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

X
)<

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances fbr the building and property.

The i 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)
¢

'eSit Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

_S

i

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density foHnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street

.   :)
adjacent to the development sÿte.
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

t the bird environment of the area'?



r

Parkin   developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles ÿark?

The developer is requ----esting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
ap_ proximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
streetÿermits be required?

-------            development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
Since the proposed
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

(

Traffic

_/

--Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

_ÿ                "     ,?

issue been reviewed.

,,,,,Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehiclesbe able to service the development from Brock Street'?                   -------

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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,. •                       .  .....  "n the area, is there sufficient water

Since the water pressure tS2'r;qmlrYel°s;rlinkter system and fight a ,.najor t2ÿ

pressurÿvice uÿ.ÿtÿ_'ÿo-ÿrtho, north west and south sides oÿ ut

....

er ,ency services access mÿ ,u, ÿ,.,

development'? _I ÿÿÿ:ÿnaodating emergency
-- 1is the.engance to u,ÿ ÿ,,ÿ,,ÿ--ÿ

vehicles?.

How is
FIioodiÿs                +  ,     -   J-Udes have occurred in the area.

tn recent years, major tlooÿing anu muas-

going_tto ÿbe controlled?_ I-- 1-----------ÿ-ÿt -ÿrÿeÿes'?

H--ÿw is the developer going to control any runoff to adjace  P P    "

Construction Issues------3 Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and__________

___--- workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

f
7Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property

lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
,foundations from dama ,egÿ

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Date

Sigmtture
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

---------"             Plcaÿ Print

Address"  gÿ  ÿ,/ÿ[Z.-. ÿ'ÿ. (ÿ,  7"ÿC°'AMÿ (-'ÿ/'ÿPleaÿ Print

! am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

-Reÿ and Variances  .........  ---, ÿ'ÿ..,.-, Low/Medium Density

-- / The developer is requesting a rezonmg or me property ,.,-,,,,
•,      sit                              -------ÿ ÿ ÿ --------

to High Den  y.          -------------ÿ-----7         .   ,

l  er is re uesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
tÿ:.ÿ-n,ion.ÿ an dclearances for the building and property.

----ÿÿÿquesting are not minor in nature but slgnlt|cant

,,I ÿ regarding to size. (50% larger thanpresent zoning limits)

-7ÿ.e

Stt Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

2 "or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the nethectare densit_y_formula used by the City_ of Hamilton•

The proposed development is too large for the site.                  ÿ-

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not tit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site'?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'?
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I Services               ,,                -  ....

,ÿ-     This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
,     escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

-- -  Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
-- -  Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
-- - -If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

¢"

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

e household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

-Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

•     ,?
street parking permits be reqmred.
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
i

I

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safet
}'Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
Ira recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within l0 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

Signature
Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

¢
N a me(s),                     t'leam Print

:,,L ',  f..,'J,€-R/I'
Address:  ÿ  "               t, teaÿrint                                                   2ÿ

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

•                                  at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas
elopment

Rezonin and Vana.ncÿ  ....  ÿtinÿz a rezoning of the property from Low/Medtum Density

/ ' to High Density.       .  ÿ-------7-ÿ, ,., •   =ÿnces all of wtalcn uÿ,-          _
reouesting a totat ottt v arÿ ---oo for the building and property.

The developer tÿ -,-,-t ÿ    • ensions and ctearanc,ÿo -    7- ÿ----17ÿ.._ÿ,,, ionificant
subst2nt'(alcÿÿ:;; not minor ,n nam,ÿ uÿ,ÿ s ÿ
"The 11 va "   es the devetoper ts lÿq     ÿ     .  .

• /e c50O/o          -11

-----                                                           can be used

Site Deveh ,ment
)ne third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
formula used bÿ°t" Hamilton.                   -------

proposed development is too large for the site.

built, the development will tully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
/

, d the Dundas Peak.                                 of the neighbourhood
an          development does not fit in with the character
The proposed              residential homes.
which is of one and two storey

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Streetent to the development site?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a mult!-storeythis have on
building.'        Construction will clear tnany of the trees on the site. What effect will

_ÿ the bird environment of the area'?
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[ÿ-services
This site is not serviced with storm sewersl @here will the runoff water t'rom the

escarpment go'?
•          ,ÿ

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

?urrently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end or" Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

.,re will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up'?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

¢"

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

--   Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park

when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

.     ,ÿ

street parking permits be required.
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, prn 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

-Traffic

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets.

issue been reviewed?

Has the safety of this

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
3ressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Floodin
In re, cent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
-Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
fteavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

N ame(s): ÿLÿÿÿÿÿ-'ÿ"

Print

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application fur 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. 1ÿ., Dundas

because of the followingconcerns:

and Variances

/! The dev----eloper is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
//'] to High Density.

,," The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
L

V' substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The l 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)€'

¢

Site Develovment
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can 0e usea

v// for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the nethectare density tbmÿula used by the City of Hamilton.

,/

/
\/

J

The proposed development is too large for the site.

lf built, the development will tully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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I Set vices  .........................

--I   , "Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
v./ escarpment go'?

t,i How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and bedisposed?

/"
v'

iL

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parking                       ,                                         ,
-The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to a  roximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

PP  ....  -         9   hicles Where will the extra vehicleÿ
average household has 2.28 vemcÿeÿ.  _ ÿ__       ÿ

i    ÿ:-       '       "            he arkin,ÿ s aces smaller. Since
The developer Is requesting a variance to make t  p    ÿ, P

("  t// approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
,/t when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
.,,  require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

' ÿ       parkin_g_p_ermits be required?street
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

!_

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
'         '7

issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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j'/

Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding

] In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How isoi,-,gto contr_ ollea_____L .  .......

'/ ' / How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

e
..ÿJ

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damaÿ'?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature
Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application

24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):   ÿ-L. ÿ/vTt  ÿ ,'/1 ÿ//ÿ
Please Print

Address: ÿ ÿ /ÿQtk'illle ,ÿ-/--
Please Print

DL.t IU d q   /_ ff

[ [ i am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas. I

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas because of

the following concerns: /ÿ/7'7.

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low to Medium

Density to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and elearancÿ for the building and

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but
significant regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundÿq Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site.'?

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

bnilding.

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area?
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Services
This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and disposed of?.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville are
extremely narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of parking spaces, to
approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of this development
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety Of this

issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a see_nario for ootential traffic accidents.
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Safety
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating safety vehicle?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the receiving and staging area be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

¢

Signature                              Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Please Print

Address:
Please Print

-IBam in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24   I

rock Street, North, Dundas.

r

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas because of

the following concerns:

-Rezoning and Variances                                             -------

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low to Medium

Density to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but
significant regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Deve_v_ÿ_p_ment                                          ---------
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
['or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the
hectare densi_ÿ formula used bythe City__of Hamilton.                 ---------

The proposed development is too large for the site.

Iÿlt, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.                     ________

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?                                  _------

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.                                       --------

ae development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.                                     --------

Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and disposed of?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville are
extremely narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

¢"

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of parking spaces, to
approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of this development
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles?

Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safety
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development7

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating safety vehicle?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is
this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties7

Construction Issues

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?

Where will the receiving and staging area be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

N a me(s):                    Plcaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Print

-ÿiBam in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

rock Street, North, Dundas.

Iÿ__ÿI I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. !li., Dundas
because of the following concerns:                                  ________

_.__..._.__.._____

Vari_____ances

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
V I to High Density.

The developer is requesting a total of I I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the diinensions and clearances ['or the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

-Site Develo mP_m_Kÿ  ....  ÿ,.n,o,,t and is not land that can be used

•    "     ro ert  runs up me esc,,, ÿ,  .......
thlrd o[ the p .P Ey  ,    ,- -ÿ.--ÿ:ÿ-, ÿ',-,,-,-,,ula is auestionable as per the net

i  / I for building. Thus the aevmoper s uÿuÿ,q ,,,,,,,     ,

I   /1 The proposed development is too large for the site.

/I't °uhÿ' DundaÿPeaek:  ..............  . .

ourhood

'      adjacent to the d;_ÿÿate privacy issues for the

__/ÿhomes to a multi-storey

fÿ,/Jÿ ÿÿ'ÿ' ÿ-'ÿÿ2.,ot'thetrÿesÿnntÿesÿe. ÿ-ÿÿiÿt-ÿsÿ
t     t Construction \VIII CIÿI.II IllO.iiÿ   ,"

// the bird environment of the area?
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[--7 This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

" escarpment go?

L,i/ How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

in the area is very low. Can the water supply systemCurrently the water pressure
handle 48 more households'?

t

k,/i Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremelynarrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

€"

V"

Parking
,/The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

/average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
.,.approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

"Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car t'amilies and large vehicles':? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

i

/V

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
isstle been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

"The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road The road is extremely narrow at this point which willonto Melville Street.
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water•    e re uired sprinkler system and fig__ÿht a major fire'?
ressure/supPlY tO_° service th-h-e-e,re-r-ÿq ________I        st. and south sides o[ the

wow Wÿfll the emergency services access the north, we .
development?
-Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?•                                                           ---------

FIj

,/

x.

In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
thisÿ to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

(

____.___.__._.__.._.

Construction Issues             ' n ec ui-ment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

Where will all of the constructlo  -1 P ________
.            les ark.         ÿ                    .            9

krees vehlc,..ÿ P---           . ÿ _.,,,ÿ. ,,f construction materials be located

f6undations from damaÿ?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street+ North+ Dundas

iÿame(s):

¢

,,ÿ(.|d ress:                     Pleam Print  ............

............. the proposed rezo.i.  a,,d W ria,,ces Appncatio. for Z4

Brock Street, North, Dundas.                                       _  ....
.................  ÿ Dundas

.................................  nent at 24 Brock St   •

oposed develop                 "   '[. -;-l-i-am-opposed to the pr         !

l_.ÿ-.-Ibecause Of the fOllOwing concerns:  ..............

--i/ezoÿ-mÿd_-ÿ/a r i a nces
.......  The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densttv

to High Density.
......  T-tÿ-deve-ioper is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property:--The ! ! variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

_regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Develop_m_en-t............  One-third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

........  -4 hectare densit tÿnula used by the Citÿof Hamilton.                   ----------

The proposed development is too large tbr the site.                     __-----
-ÿ- It" built, the development ,,viii fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.

i------q The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

which is of one and two storey residential homes.  ........'  .........  Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

....  adjacent to the development site'?
Th---e proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

i  ......  I The development lacks at transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
I    ÿding.

i Construction will clear many of the trees on the site.
i     i the bird environment of the area'?
L

I  ....

What effect will this have on
_..._.___2
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I Services  .....................................  -.

..]-  .........  t "Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from tile
escarpment go ?                                               .      ,ÿ

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.
-- Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

andle 48 more households'?     .                                   --  ........--     ck Street between Park and Meiville and the west end of Melville is extremely

nar- / B--f-,r°.ow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?  .....

WIt here will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

€"

--[;ai:kÿg__                 ..  ,  • '  .....  in the number of residential parking spaces,

......  IThe developer is requesung a varlancÿ ._:, or 48 ÿarking spots. Studies show the

Ito approximately one parking P,.ace.pe{xu¢';tre will the ÿ vehicles ark`? ÿ.
has 2.215 venlclUb,  v,,              '        '

avera ;e household                 .   ,      ,ÿ,,,.v" ,, snaces smaller. Since
--  ÿer ts request =      .      -. ,.,- --.t-,-,-e will these vehicles park.....  ÿ. ino a variance to make the ÿ,,,,ÿ.ÿn= ,.        .        ,?

roximately 30% of vehicles are large vemc,ÿ ..._77ÿ5__ ÿ t-ÿev ÿ--
app  ______,____ÿ        ÿ       ,      in, where wÿ t   y v  ____------ÿ ÿ neighbours on Melville have only street park g.

.....  when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car t,amilies and large vehicles'? Will

ermits be req__uired?                              ÿ

I  ....  Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
i

l.______s_wlll the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

(-:i ;:iimc
!-ÿ--ÿ Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
!                             "       '9

i     i issue been revmwed.
I  .....  !-Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles

......

!      road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which willcreate a scenario for potential traffic accidents.                            --ÿ
,.  .........  a__

be able to service the development From Brock Street'?                   -------

Fhe proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is
this going to be controlled'?

.     propemes.How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent      "  '?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

l      tbundations from damage'?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Signature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

/!

Name(s): ,        0

Add tess:                       Ple:tÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brÿ Dundas
because of the followingconcerns:                                  ------

._.___._----------

Rezonin and Variances             .    L..,_  .....  art,, From Low/Medium Density
eveloper is requesting a rezonmg ol tnÿ ÿ,uv,, :     ÿ ___-----

o Hi ÿh Density•         ______ÿ--ÿ-------- ..-:--7.       vith
t   g       '   ,   tin ÿ a total of 11 variances all o[ which deal
The developer ÿs reques,  g            -        'or the building and property.

.                '  nsions and clearances [    ÿ ______ÿ .--:---ÿ-..ÿ _ÿ

-ÿ-ÿriances the developer ,s requesung ,ÿ-,ÿ  .......  in nature but slgmhcant

/ ÿ iegarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
or building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density_ formula used bÿ°f Hamilton.

[,/  The proposed development is too large for the site.
------ If built, the development will t\flly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
-The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood

which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site..)

--The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.
-Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird enviromnent of the area'?

i
;/

;/I
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Services
['his site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?
.....  /"

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

v/

v/

f

"Currently the water presstire in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
"Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
"if these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

C

Par ki n.ÿ,
"The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

c,ÿto approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show theaverage household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
";l'he developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

"Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?

-Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
•      ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, lain 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
//J"Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

L

/

issue been reviewed?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario t-br potential traffic accidents.
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€

HSince the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
"In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?
/
How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues

/// Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks andworkers' vehicles park'?

/
v/

/

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

/Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'?

/Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these Issues.

Other:

-)

Sÿgnature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Address:

I
l am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24    [
Brock Street, North, Dundas. 1
I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
because of the following concerns:

Rezoning

/

!

and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density
to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
,ÿ                                           not(,       canOne third of'the property runs up the escarpment and is   land that   be used

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is quÿ,stionable as per the net
:    hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.
/ ,"4"x,/  The proposed development is too large

for the site.
/\

/

X
: /,

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.

The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.
Construction will clear many of'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area?
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-TQ,..  This site is not serviced with storm sewers.

/:',,..  escarpment go'?

Where will the runoff water frorn the

/

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic [low'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

€"
I,

Parking
,,.  .......  The

developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm l0 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
....  Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street.
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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ISafel
Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Floodin
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
'here will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

",A'

Other:  k/OT

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

......  '  k  .........  A'lgntlturÿ
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s): ,IIÿ AÿI
Pleaÿ Print

....  ÿ .,, 'ÿ T,4"ÿ ÿ

Pleaÿ Priilt

z__cE!,/ ÿ/J ÿ

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

/ ,/ÿ am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas
v  I because of the following concerns:

t"
/

Rezoning
I

and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of l 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning lirnits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be usea
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

L

It" built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

buildimz.
Construction will clear many of'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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_ [     'ÿis site is not serviced with storm sexvers. Where will the runot'f water from the
"      escarpment go'?

•        ,?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply systern

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller• Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking• Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating enlergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
in recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

truction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers___vehi___€_cles p_____ark__=ÿ

Where will the area fbr receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
--Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature

j "col q_

Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Address:
Ple'aÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. W., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

F

Rezoning and Variances

X
X

The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

!

><

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.# ÿille 5ÿ.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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rvices    ._ÿ  ...................................

J-ÿXSÿ'l This site is not, serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
/ "x I escarpment go?

•          ,ÿ

x    How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed.

,,      iurrently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
\    Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely

narrow. Will they rneet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parkin
e developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

/K,,, t to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots• Studies show the•      household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
1ÿ      The developer is requesting a variance to rnake the parking spaces smaller. Since

approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles? Will

streetÿ permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

X
%

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets• Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed.
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street• The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
[s the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is

this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

¢"

Construction Issues

X Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and'

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

#/ [Date/
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):  ÿU?.U:Hr'7 ,2- 2"7/]/ÿ©/4A ÿ 7+
Pleaÿ Print

Address: o F e : , /A,  ,2¢:: iZ' -
Pleaÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I / I 1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Br°ck St" ÿ', Dundas• because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
, ! The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

I     i

t

t

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of l I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances fbr the building and property.

The I 1 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50°"0 larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density t'onnula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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,i  ........

A,ÿ. " This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the".;ÿ. escarpment go'?

'ÿ   How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?
/   ,

\   Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
(/ ,  handle 48 more households'?,, /ÿ Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely

narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic ['low'?

/ ,.  Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

" accessed for pick up?
-ÿ - If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

' developer'?

Parking,
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

k,ÿ'  I

N.

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

•      ,ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking pmmits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, Dm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

i

t
•   f

€     I

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

issue been reviewed'?
Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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bj Safety
,   Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
/'  pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

, ,,   How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the
'   development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding

/ÿ"/In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

t How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
/.  Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?
/ Where will the area t'or receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

J

"-,...

i

Other:

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

,         ,-ÿ

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues.

,     ),]       ÿ.

Sigmtture

/ 2  .2

Date



'iÿezoning and Variances Apphcation
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Address:

Pleaÿ Print

Pleaÿ Prinl

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

.- Sc.6rÿ ÿ O"ÿTifh

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following_concerns:

Rezoning and Variances

v!,The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Densityto High Density.

,,The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal withsubstantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

,The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

reÿzarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

J
'b//

v/

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.

"The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes•
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street

•  ?
adjacent to the development sÿte.
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition l'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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I
--I ,,,'This site is not serviced with storm sewers•

L," escarpment go'?

Where will the runoff water from the

¢"

¢"

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
• Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow• Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

t/

/
/

/

/

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller• Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

•       ,ÿ

require street parking to acconnmodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

Traffic

t,// Traffic will increase on Brock,
Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

i

,./"

•      ,?
issue been reviewed.

"Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

-The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street• The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents•
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Safe!

J
Y
-Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
.,,An recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?

How is

'How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

Construction Issues

t

v/

v/

Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park?
/
Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these ÿssues.

Other:

Date  d
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s): ÿ r_..
Pleaÿ Print

Address: ÿÿ
Pleaÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

t"

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
-     The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
' The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with'
i substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer' s density formula is questionable as per the net

"  hectare density formula used by_ the City_ of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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-Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers.
escarpment go'?

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?
Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

I

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

°I'raffie

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario t-br potential traffic accidents.
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Safetj
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, rrlajor flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
tbundations from damage'?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature Date
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Rczoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):  [1ÿ/ÿ'/ÿ-/ ÷ ÿ'/'Ten,'  #pr-Z':o
Plcaÿ Print

Address:  ÿ "A   1ÿ ,ÿ(t..,tÿe    90"     Z.cÿ/-/- ÿ-ÿ ÿ-
Pleaÿ Print

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

1 am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

beeause of the following_ concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.--    The developer is requesting a total of I i variances all of which deal with

substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.
--   The 1 I variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the tour large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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Services  ...........

'Fhis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?
.           ,ÿ

How will the rainwater t'rom the building and site be contained and be disposed.

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households'?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed tbr pick up?
It" these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only streetparking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this

•         ,-ÿ
issue been reviewed.

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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I
Y--       water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

hre.athe                                               major " '7d sprinkler system and fightsince                                                            -------
pressure/supply to service the require

How ÿ the emerge--ÿcY services access the north, west, and south sides of the
development?

Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.                                                        ___----

Floodin__g
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

How is

¢"

f
--' nstruction Issues             .,      .  ....  :tÿ. oÿ,r.,,, bins trucks and

_ÿ Where will all or.the cÿnstruct,on equ,pment, um,ÿ,,°ÿ'"ÿe,"  '

orkers vehicles park'?        ÿ-------------ÿ-------ÿ--------worr,ÿ v,-,,  ......  ,----      ..               ,"  ....  ,--.,,-qon materials be located?

Where will the area for receiving and storage oÿ coÿmuÿ,  .....  ÿ-,,__

-ÿ ÿving will take place within 10 feet of the property
Heavy excavauon a     P  ÿ   . , T  ......  111 tha clave her txotect their

lines of the residents of Park btreet, ram,, ,-,,  .........  1oÿ  _
foundations from damaÿ?

Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
.        ,)

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues. I

Other: ÿÿz ,'J   ÿ" "/ÿ     t* vÿ,£/tr    /"    ,,n e   1"ÿ

,.             /5  ,- ,.,..e ÿ"   zd.,e

,  .....  ,     /2_ÿ., ÿ#ÿÿ€ÿÿ'aÿÿ"

,4"-         tv

Date
Signature
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s): ÿ 2Dfÿ,   L vÿ¢/ÿ  ÿ'ÿ'gc'/'°ÿi'#iÿ"
Pleaÿ Priÿ  .....  V¢ " /

Pleaÿ PriITI "                                                    ----------

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24
Brock Street, North, Dundas.
/                       ÿ Dundas -ÿ
! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Br
because of the followingconcerns:                                  ------

--Rezonin and Variances    .         •   _,. ,L_ ,,r,-,-ÿ,, from Low/Medium Density

The developer is requesting a rezomng oh t-ÿ v-,'v"":

i u  I to High Density.         - .----r--ÿ:,ÿ - -ÿs all of which deal with
'     estin, a total of 11 vanancÿ

The developer is requ    g     .      , ,  -,-,,-ÿ-ÿ ÿ',ÿ the buildimz and property.

I ÿÿ:t;esthiend--  .. ,,,.ÿ ÿ,,ÿt minter in nature but significantj      ,  '  changes to the dÿd clearancÿb L,_,, ,,  .....  ÿ_______--:------

]---ÿÿe-ÿra lances thedeveloper is requesting ,ÿ-y ,.-ÿ.---?,
v/ I ÿ to size. (50% larger than present zoning illnltS)                 -------

Site Dÿpt
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used"   for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

''   hectare density_ tbnnula used bÿ of Hamilton.                   --------

The proposed development is too large for the site.                      _____--
,,/

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
v" and the Dundas Peak•

The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
W'  ÿwhich is of one and two storey residential homes.

/ Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Streetadjacent to the development site?                                     ------
-ÿ The proposed development will overshadow and createprivacy issues for the

/   residents on Park Street. ÿ               --------

j  The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
building.

:ÿlÿ  Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

I___ÿ the bird environment of the area?   4ÿt'ÿ/ÿl ÿIÿ0"J/"S Vÿt'4ÿv));'vÿ ihe
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Services  ............

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

t-low will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

,/

,/

7./-

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,/

,/

J
,J

J

to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will theypark
,ÿwhen construction-workers take their.spots?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
•      ,ÿ

require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles. Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic

/   Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of thisissue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents•
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Sÿ

/

/

Ysince the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

•      ?vehicles..

/
1

ling
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Coÿlstruetion Issues

J Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks andworkers' vehicles park?

J  Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located'?

C Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage? ÿ,1/4nÿe .ÿ_eÿ, tVÿeÿ +ca".,< c.ÿ fÿJ. /
Noise, dust,.vibration and watJ issues will-beevident-duri-ng tlle constrtl)ct-ion o/f

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Si Date
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Name(s):ÿÿ_ÿ

Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Address: ÿ-J--

l am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

¢"

Rezoning and Variances
! The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of 11 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

---  The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

..  for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net

, ,ÿZ.. hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site.
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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Services  ............

This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where ,,viii the runoff water from the

escarpment go'?

How will ÿthe rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system

handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be

accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the

developer?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a Variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots'?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
reÿ°uire streetparking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where

will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

Traffic

:.2c  Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario tbr potential traffic accidents.
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SafetY
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

How is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties'.7

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

@.  Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
"-,ÿ lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage'?
.....  ....  ÿloise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of

this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

..........  2:<<'  -- .  .....

Signature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):

Add ress:

i'leaÿ Print    --'

,,.J  Plea.ÿ Print

1 am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

! am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
x,4,"  The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances tbr the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant
regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site

"x

i
I

If built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment
and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street
adjacent to the development site'? (TW ÿ h,/ I.S 0,o4ÿL ,ÿ ÿ [oe.ttu,--b:/aJ -/-r'et

The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the
residents on Park Street.
The development Jacks a transition t'rom residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on
the bird environment of the area'? d'X&g.ÿ.ÿu ! ©me ty{ "ÿ ÿ ÿdrÿ. ,vb.eÿ+"
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......................

Services

This site is not serviced with storm sewers, Where will the runoff water from the
escarpment go'?

S
S
/
/
/

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'? -ÿ

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick tip?

€"

If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

•                   x

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,

(,,, to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since"ÿ  approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park'f--  when construction workers take their spots'?

Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required? ÿ4ktÿ ÿ ÿ l  irÿvASi'Oq I

)(,_  Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

t

Trafnc

Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety ofthis
issue been reviewed?  /ÿ 1ÿo7'ÿ !

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will

i create a scenario fbr potential traffic accidents.
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Sai'et
Ysince the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water  t/'e'v°

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'? iw<U__'
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?   Vÿ f m-4ÿ€ÿ" p" !
Is the entrance to the develop' ment capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area. How is
this going to be controlled?  ÿ.+&!. ÿ'ÿ 67X ÿo.ÿ U,-rÿ---" iÿll CA.x,<ÿ, ÿ/tÿr&•        .,,.J             e, rqiÿ ÿ i oÿ '.

,  How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties'?

Constructmn Issues

/ÿ Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks andworkers' vehicles park'?

,,ÿ  Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?
e"

Other:

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their

foundations from damage'?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):
Pleaÿ Print

Address:
- -         ÿleaÿ Print           ÿ

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ'., Dundas

because of the following concerns:
]

¢m

Rezoning and Variances
' The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density,
The developer is requesting a total of 1 I variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (.50% larger than present zoning limits)

!
Site Development

One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used
For building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

lf built, the development will fully or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

buiidinm
Construction will clear rnanv of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area?
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Services
This site is not serviced with storm sewers.
escarpment go?

Where will the runoff water from the

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households?
Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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Safe!

/
Y
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire?
How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

this going to be controlled'?

How is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

workers' vehicles park?

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

'ÿ •O.5tÿ, nature Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street North, Dundas

Name(s).ÿ
Pleam Print

Plehÿ Print

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

/ÿq am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. 1ÿ€., Dundas
L/ I because of the following concerns:

]
Rezoning and Variances

: The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

I

]
i

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I 1 variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property.

,'ÿe 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development

,,One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be usedJ for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density fonnula used by the City of Hamilton.

he proposed development is too large for the site.j,

J

[

c./

J

/['f built, the development will fftlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.

/ÿ11 the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

@jacent to the development site?
/Fhe proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues for the

residents on Park Street.

,,,Tÿe development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey
bui)ding.

/C<onstruction will clear many of the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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[Servicesces/  ..........

_ ÿ-  ,,5ÿ'fiis site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water from the
t.ÿ escamment go'?

"'ÿ ' ill "h rainwater from the buildin,, and site be contained and be dis osedÿ
cT.J HOW w  t e                       ÿ                           P    .

f

J

"Lÿurrently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
•         ,ÿ

handle 48 more households.

,'B'rrock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow?

)Mfi'ere will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed tbr pick up?

,4"('these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer'?

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the

..ÿ average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?

-The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

/Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
C,/ when construction workers take their spots?

!here will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.

c/'" require street parking to accommodate two car families and large vehicles'? Will
street parking permits be required?

ille the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, wherethe CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted'?

Traffic
/Traffic will increase on Brock,

C/

Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed.

.ÿ1 large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street'?

rToÿadPorOposed entrance is Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
development on

nto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential- traffic accidents•
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Safet     .ÿ
the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water

pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?
,,How will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

/.//" development?
,.Iÿhe entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency

vehicles?.

Flooding
2ÿn recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.

#_-,/ tÿs"going to be controlled?
I"

,.,/ Flow is the developer going to control any runoffto adjacent properties?

How is

Construction Issues
Where all of the constructionwill

orkers vehicles park?

equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and

,

Where will the area for receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

/
/

/Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the propertylines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
fogndations from damage?

/Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues'?

Other:

Date
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Rezoning and Variances Application
24 Brock Street, North, Dundas

Name(s):    "  . ÿO/ÿA       '        D
Plea,ÿ Print

Address:   .,ÿc      L6 N     3d ST   -'
Ple',lÿ Prim

I am in favour of the proposed Rezoning and Variances Application for 24

Brock Street, North, Dundas.

I am opposed to the proposed development at 24 Brock St. ÿ., Dundas

because of the following concerns:

Rezoning and Variances
The developer is requesting a rezoning of the property from Low/Medium Density

to High Density.
The developer is requesting a total of I l variances all of which deal with
substantial changes to the dimensions and clearances for the building and property,

The 11 variances the developer is requesting are not minor in nature but significant

regarding to size. (50% larger than present zoning limits)

Site Development
One third of the property runs up the escarpment and is not land that can be used

L__

for building. Thus the developer's density formula is questionable as per the net
hectare density formula used by the City of Hamilton.

The proposed development is too large for the site.

It" built, the development will Rtlly or partially obstruct the view of the escarpment

and the Dundas Peak.
The proposed development does not fit in with the character of the neighbourhood
which is of one and two storey residential homes.
Will the city allow the developer to remove the four large trees on Brock Street

adjacent to the development site'?
The proposed development will overshadow and create privacy issues tbr the

residents on Park Street.
The development lacks a transition from residential homes to a multi-storey

building.
Construction will clear many or'the trees on the site. What effect will this have on

the bird environment of the area'?
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This site is not serviced with storm sewers. Where will the runoff water t'rorn the

escarpment go'?

How will the rainwater from the building and site be contained and be disposed'?

Currently the water pressure in the area is very low. Can the water supply system
handle 48 more households'?

Brock Street between Park and Melville and the west end of Melville is extremely
narrow. Will they meet the requirements of the increased traffic flow'?

Where will the garbage and recycling containers be housed and where will they be
accessed for pick up?
If these services need to be upgraded, will the costs be the responsibility of the
developer?

[

Parking
The developer is requesting a variance in the number of residential parking spaces,
to approximately one parking place per unit or 48 parking spots. Studies show the
average household has 2.28 vehicles. Where will the extra vehicles park?
The developer is requesting a variance to make the parking spaces smaller. Since
approximately 30% of vehicles are large vehicles, where will these vehicles park'?

Many neighbours on Melville have only street parking. Where will they park
when construction workers take their spots?
Where will the Melville Street neighbours park if residents of 24 Brock St. N.
require street parking to accommodate two car tamilies and large vehicles'.:' Will

street parking permits be required?
Since the proposed development has underground and/or indoor parking, where
will the CO, pm 10 and pm 2.5 be exhausted?

Traffic
Traffic will increase on Brock, Melville and Park Streets. Has the safety of this
issue been reviewed'?

Will large vehicles such as delivery trucks, garbage trucks and recycling vehicles
be able to service the development from Brock Street?
The proposed development entrance is on Brock Street, which is at a bend in the
road onto Melville Street. The road is extremely narrow at this point which will
create a scenario for potential traffic accidents.
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SaferY
Since the water pressure is extremely low in the area, is there sufficient water
pressure/supply to service the required sprinkler system and fight a major fire'?

Flow will the emergency services access the north, west, and south sides of the

development?
Is the entrance to the development capable of accommodating emergency
vehicles?.

Flooding
In recent years, major flooding and mudslides have occurred in the area.
this going to be controlled?

How is

Flow is the developer going to control any runoff to adjacent properties?

Construction Issues
Where will all of the construction equipment, trailer, storage bins, trucks and
workers' vehicles park'?

Where will the area tbr receiving and storage of construction materials be located?

Heavy excavation and/or pile driving will take place within 10 feet of the property
lines of the residents of Park Street. How will the developer protect their
foundations from damage'?
Noise, dust, vibration and water issues will be evident during the construction of
this site. Has the developer proposed a plan to control these issues?

Other:

Signature

5
Date

j
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